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developments, but there 

isn’t much information 

available that can be con-

firmed. We have seen SIG 

Sauer’s new machine gun 

and unique MCX variant 

developed to fire their own 

proprietary three-piece 

cartridge as well as True 

Velocity’s composite-cased 

solution designed for use 

in a bullpup designed by 

General Dynamics. Fort 

Benning’s Public Affairs 

Office also released images 

of Textron’s NGSW- R and 

-AR prototypes designed in 

partnership with Heckler & 

Koch, which fire a telescop-

ing cartridge developed by 

Olin Winchester. We have 

heard that a winner will be 

selected around April 2020 

with replacements fielded 

by the fall of 2020. 

— Eds

WEAPONS OF WAR

Concerning Keith Wood’s 

very good column in the 

January 2020 issue, “Armed 

Citizens,” the AR-15 is 

a weapon of war! When 

the 2nd Amendment was 

put into the Bill of Rights, 

muskets were weapons of 

war and everyone owned 

one! The real meaning of 

the 2nd Amendment is not 

understood any longer. It 

wasn’t to protect our ability 

to target shoot or hunt, and 

it’s not just for self-defense. 

It was included so that the 

people could rise up and 

take back the Republic if a 

dictator came to power. As 

we’ve seen elsewhere in the 

world, governments have to 

disarm their people to keep 

power. Why doesn’t anyone 

know this? If they do, why 

don’t they say something? 

Maybe you could.

Dell Feller 
Auburn, Georgia

WISHING FOR 

LEVERS

In Eric Poole’s editorial, 

“Wish Lists,” I agree with 

Tom Beckstrand and Craig 

Boddington who suggested 

that lever guns could use 

a revival. I would ask for 

a Winchester Model 94 

saddle-ring carbine without 

the safety and complete 

with a large-loop lever, 

READER 
BLOWBACK
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WRITE US! “Letters,” Guns & Ammo, 2 News Plaza, 3rd Floor, Peoria, IL 61614, or email us at gaeditor@outdoorsg.com. 

Please include your city and state of residence. Letters may be edited for brevity and clarity.

In addition to celebrating a 
century of smokeless powder, 
double-action revolvers and 
new autos chambered in 
.40 S&W, this issue profiled 
John Bianchi who demon-
strated his company’s discreet 
concealed carry products in 
“Hideout Holsters,” by Bill 
O’Brien. Bianchi posed for 
photos wearing a tuxedo 
before removing his jacket 
and pulling up his pant legs 
to reveal 32 guns on his body.

JULY Õ93

IS THE ARMY 

CHANGING TO 6.8?

I hear the military is going 

to change from 5.56 NATO 

to 6.8. Is this true?

Dex Blankenship 
Hollister, Florida

As of this writing, the Next 

Generation Squad Weapon 

(NGSW), an ongoing 

program led by the U.S. 

Army, has challenged the 

firearm and ammunition 

manufacturers to develop 

new small arms, an infantry 

rifle to replace the M4 and 

a replacement for the M249 

Squad Automatic Weapon 

(SAW) for use in Brigade 

Combat Teams. The pro-

gram requires that ammuni-

tion be developed around a 

Picatinny Arsenal-designed 

6.8 projectile for a unique 

cartridge — not to be 

confused with the 6.8 SPC 

cartridge or bullet. The new 

cartridge’s specs require 

high pressures and veloci-

ties capable of penetrating 

certain foreign body armor 

technology at long range. 

We are following program 

A MUST READ

I’d like to recommend the newest Bob Lee Swagger 

novel, “Game of Snipers” (2019) by Stephen Hunter. The 

story line surrounds a mid-eastern sniper who plans a 

long-distance assassination of a high value target in the 

U.S. It’s up to Swagger to stop him. The book goes into 

detail about the firearms, equipment, reloading products 

and environmental considerations faced by long-distance 

shooters, all of which are familiar to readers of Guns & 

Ammo. The author even recognizes our friends Craig 

Boddington and Garry James in his “Acknowledgements” 

section. The book is an exciting page turner. $27
Ned Pooser 
Sopchoppy, Florida
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curved steel butt and 

chambered in the new .350 

Legend. There are enough 

of us Baby Boomers who 

grew up watching John 

Wayne that it should be an 

instant hit, coupled with 

a cartridge that’s more 

meaningful than the .30-30 

given the number of states 

that allow deer hunting with 

straight-wall restrictions.

Michael Hetzman 

Mt. Pleasant, Michigan

NOT FORGOTTEN

I would like to see a com-

pany bring back the old 

Merwin & Hulbert revolver 

in .44-40 Win. or .45 Colt. 

Maybe even a .22? It was 

a revolver way ahead of its 

time and I’ve never seen 

one at a gun show.

Mike Mehaffey 

loveland, colorado

LEAD VS. BIRDS

I was disgusted and 

angered by Kyle Lamb’s 

ignorant statement to “flip 

the bird” and buy lead 

ammunition. Hunters have 

always been good stew-

ards of wildlife and at the 

forefront of conservation. 

Our thousands, maybe mil-

lions, of waterfowl hunters 

now use non-toxic shot to 

prevent the lead poisoning 

that was killing ducks and 

geese. We are losing many 

of our magnificent spe-

cies such as the California 

condor to lead poisoning. 

I hunt deer in an area near 

the Mississippi River where 

bald eagles live. I use the 

effective Barnes expander, 

an all-copper bullet, to 

prevent lead poisoning of 

those eagles that feed on 

gut piles. In areas where 

vulnerable species live, it is 

the responsible thing to do. 

I think Lamb needs an atti-

tude adjustment, especially 

in his position as a writer. If 

we don’t understand and 

embrace the science of 

wildlife conservation, we will 

lose our hunting heritage.

brian bielema 

email

SAVAGE MISSES

I was surprised at the num-

ber of misleading state-

ments in Craig Boddington’s 

feature on Savage Arms 

“1894” in the January issue 

of Guns & Ammo. Bod-

dington states that in 1908 

Arthur Savage patented 

the detachable, stamped 

metal box magazine. I don’t 

know who invented it, but it 

wasn’t Savage. The British 

Lee-Metford rifle of 1888 

had such a magazine as did 

the FN-Browning 1899 pis-

tol. Later, it was written that 

the first Savage bolt-action 

centerfire was the Model 

340 introduced after World 

War II. That statement may 

be correct, but the Savage 

Model 1920 was introduced 

in 1920. He also wrote that 

the .22 Savage Hi-Power 

was the first .22 centerfire. 

In fact, the .22 Winchester 

Centerfire (WCF) was intro-

duced in 1885. Although 

the author implied that Sav-

age Arms paid Chief Lame 

Deer an annual fee for using 

his image from 1919 until 

July 9, 2019, I am curious to 

know how old Chief Lame 

Deer was when he died and 

how much he received each 

year from Savage Arms.

Jack Anthony 

Hinsdale, Illinois

It’s simple. If anything ever goes wrong with any new gun you buy with the Davidson’s 

GuaranteeD® Lifetime Replacement Program during the time you own the gun, it will be replaced 

with a brand new gun. Visit GalleryofGuns.com for details.
LIFETIME
REPLACEMENT

LIFETIME
REPLACEMENT

GET YOURS TODAY AT GALLERYOFGUNS.COM!

NO HIDDEN FEES OR TRANSFER FEES!

PICK YOUR PLINKER!

Gallery of Guns now carries Ruger’s Mark IV 22/45 Lite in 3 exclusive colors: Blue, Olive Drab Green, and Red Anodized. 
These Mark IV’s are chambered in 22 LR, have 10+1 capacity, 4.4” shroud barrels, and are suppressor ready.

BLUE ANODIZED OD GREEN ANODIZED RED ANODIZED

#43932 #43933 #43935
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I assume responsibility for 

any errors. Unfortunately, 

the few references available 

on Savage are often incom-

plete and conflicting. I 

agree that the Lee-Metford 

had a box magazine, but 

multiple sources credit 

Arthur Savage for receiv-

ing a 1908 patent for a 

“stamped metal box maga-

zine.” Since box magazines 

existed, my guess is that his 

patent was specific to the 

manufacturing technique. 

In the space available, I had 

no intention to catalog all 

of Savage’s models, but I 

should have mentioned the 

Model 1920. From 1920 

to 1928, only some 12,000 

were made. It was a Mauser 

clone and deserves credit 

as Savage’s first bolt action 

and the first American bolt-

action sporter. The .22 Sav-

age Hi-Power was the first 

smokeless .22 centerfire. I 

have no idea how the word 

“smokeless” was left out of 

my article. The Lame Deer 

legend came from Savage, 

but they did not disclose 

the amount. We’ll try to find 

out what it was. 

— C. Boddington

GUN-FREE ZONES

My standpoint on gun-free 

zones is that they restrict 

my ability to defend myself 

and my family if I enter. 

My assumption is that they 

must not need my business, 

so I do not enter.

Sissy Taylor 

email

MUZZLELOADING

I enjoyed reading “Muzzle-

loading Basics” by Dave 

Emary in the January issue. 

However, I would like to 

point out that a muzzle-

loader is not a firearm by 

BATFE regulations. That 

said, are there any legal 

issues with using a sup-

pressor on a muzzleloading 

rifle? Thanks!

Joseph Travis 

la Mesa, california

Despite ATF type classifica-

tion, some states do regard 

a muzzleloader as a firearm. 

Further, a few muzzleloaders 

built on rifle actions (such as 

the Remington Model 700 

Ultimate Muzzleloader) are 

considered firearms by the 

ATF. Suppressing a muzzle-

loader requires compliance 

to existing federal and state 

laws regarding suppressor 

ownership and use, and few 

muzzleloaders have been 

safely equipped with one. 

There are unique consider-

ations regarding projectiles 

and loading processes 

that must be adhered to. 

We tested the SilencerCo 

Maxim 50, which is an inte-

grally suppressed muzzle-

loader built on a Traditions 

Vortek StrikerFire with great 

success, but it was recently 

discontinued. 

— Eds

COME BACK, KYLE!

I would like Kyle Lamb to 

come back to North Car-

olina and put on a 3-Gun 

Match like we use to have. 

We want a real match where 

there’s a chance at giving 

a little blood and earning 

some bruises if you’re not 

doing it right. Maybe a day-

night-day match?

leigh Potts 

email
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THE ANTI-GUN COMMUNITY will continue to champion 

gun control as the solution following any tragedy, and 

they will pressure businesses to oppose our interests. Your 

ability to find firearm magazines such as Guns & Ammo 

has already been restricted in many grocery stores and 

megaretailers, while internet search engines are secretly 

eliminating search results and incentives for us to com-

municate with each 

another. Recently, 

Apple removed Gun-

broker, the popular 

gun-auction website, 

from its App Store, 

which many of us 

would never know 

because applications 

already downloaded 

are still functional on 

devices — for now. 

In my opinion, 

given that our right to 

keep and bear arms 

is protected by the 

Second Amendment, 

there should be legal 

protections that guard 

against businesses discriminating and restricting our ability 

to communicate with one another in exercising our rights.

It should be noted that there are some exceptions to 

the rule that the U.S. Supreme Court will not apply First 

Amendment mandates on private actors. For example, 

in Associated Press vs. U.S. (1945), the Court, though 

primarily relying on antitrust law to affirm a governmental 

injunction against the Associated Press’ bylaws, argued 

“Freedom of the press from governmental interference 

under the First Amendment does not sanction repression 

of that freedom by private interests.”

It’s easy to argue that private companies are not 

subject to limitations of government action, but this line 

of thinking was rejected by numerous state courts when 

businesses were once attempting to discriminate against 

customers based on race, religion, gender, income, edu-

cation, etc.

In Stanley v. Georgia (1969), the court claimed, “It is 

now well established that the Constitution protects the 

right to receive information and ideas. This right to receive 

information and ideas, regardless of their social worth, 

is fundamental to our free society.” The Supreme Court 

clearly and firmly recognized the right to receive as a nat-

ural and necessary extension of the literal right to speak in 

the First Amendment.

Without action on our behalf to influence legislatures 

through popular media 

streaming services until 

a future generation 

doesn’t care enough 

to fight for their rights.

It is important for 

companies like the 

one that owns Guns 

& Ammo to continue 

supporting initiatives 

that expand our reach, 

influence and services. 

Chief Operating Officer 

Mike Carney of the Outdoor Sportsman Group (OSG), 

parent company of Guns & Ammo, recently announced, 

“In January 2020, OSG Publishing will be giving all paid 

print subscribers digital access to their publication as part 

of their subscription for no additional charge.”

If you’re not a subscriber, allow me to encourage you 

to become one so that you don’t miss out on the most 

detailed reviews and commentary featuring the latest 

firearm-related products. If a store decides not to carry 

an issue because its manager doesn’t approve of “black 

guns” on its cover or in its pages, you’re guaranteed not 

to miss it if you’ve subscribed. There’s always a special 

offer for first-time subs at gunsandammo.com/subscribe.

Help us spread the news! You can do it socially by liking, 

sharing and retweeting this promotion, which you’ll find 

posted at Guns & Ammo’s Facebook page, as well as on 

Twitter and Instagram. If you’re a already a print sub-

scriber, please don’t recycle. Instead, share this issue by 

passing it along to another enthusiast.
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A: Though often called 

the “Alaskan Model,” the 

Model 1902 variant of the 

Colt Model 1878 double-

action “Frontier” revolver is 

more correctly known as the 

“Philippine Constabulary” 

model. The ’78 was Colt’s 

first foray into the large-

caliber double-action field, 

and while the mechanism 

was somewhat flawed, it 

was popular and continued 

to be made from 1878 until 

1905. Some 51,210 were 

produced. The large trigger-

guard was apparently added 

at the behest of the U.S. 

government, as the revolver 

was intended to be issued to 

the Philippine Constabulary 

armed forces and it was felt 

the more generous guard 

would allow the use of two 

fingers to provide greater 

leverage in pulling the 

trigger. The photos of your 

uncle’s revolver lead me to 

believe at least part of it has 

been reblued, as the “U.S.” 

on the frame is shallow and 

indistinct — an almost sure 

sign of buffing. Too, the bar-

rel’s markings indicate the 

original has been replaced 

with that of a later Colt New 

Service revolver. “RAC” 

is the inspector stamp of 

Rinaldo A. Carr. I hope this 

tells you what you want to 

know! Because of the modi-

fications to the piece, I’d say 

$500 to $650 would be a fair 

price. At least it looks nice.

COMMITTEE OF 

SAFETY MUSKET?

Q: I was wondering if you 
could tell me anything 
about the flintlock mus-
ket in the accompanying 
pictures. It belonged to 
my wife’s uncle and was 
left to me after he passed 
away. It’s been hanging 
over his fireplace for at 
least 35 years that I know 
of. It’s a smoothbore and 
there isn’t any pitting in 
the barrel. The letters “US” 
are inscribed on the lock. 

The barrel length is 441/2 
inches and overall length 
is 58 inches. The bore 
diameter measures .706 
inches. I’ve looked online, 
but there are so many that 
look similar that I can’t 
figure out which is which. 
Any information you can 
share regarding identity 
and value would be greatly 
appreciated.
J.S. 

Email

A: That’s an odd piece 

that looks like it has been 

constructed of British and 

homemade bits and pieces. 

“Smithsonian” Winchester Model 70

A pre-‘64 Winchester Model 70 in .375 Holland & Holland (H&H) 
with excellent provenance realized a comfortable $10,000 at a 
September 10, 2019, Sportsman’s Legacy sale. Made in 1941, the 
rifle was used by David J. Hasinger to take the huge tiger dis-
played at the Smithsonian. It features a 25-inch tapered barrel with 
original front sight, matching number on the bolt body, Paul Jaeger 
detachable side mount with 1-inch rings, and a Lyman aperture 
rear sight. The bore is strong and bright. The rear sight is absent, 
however. Bluing is approximately 85 percent with some general 
scratching and thinning over the bolt knob and floorplate, and 
thinning, browning on the triggerguard. The stock has an added 
ebony forend tip. Overall, stock finish and condition are commen-
surate with that of the metal. Hasinger took his spectacular tiger 
in November 1967 in India’s Kumaon district, which was made 
famous by Jim Corbett. The great cat weighed 857 pounds and 
measured 11 feet, 1 inch. On arrival to America, Hasinger donated 
the tiger to the Smithsonian Institution where it remains on display 
today. Provenance includes a host of newspaper clippings and sev-
eral photographs that recount the hunt, as well as the celebration 
when the Smithsonian debuted the display. For more information 
about this and future sales, contact Sportsman’s Legacy, 406-212-
0344 or visit sportsmanlegacy.com.

THE AUCTION BLOCK

IDENTIFICATION 

& VALUES
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GARRY JAMES

“Normally, I prefer not to answer omnibus 
questions, as they take up considerable 
space, but ... IÕll make an exception.”

GARRY.JAMES@ 
OUTDOORSG.COM

COLT ALASKAN?

Q: My 95-year-old uncle recently showed me his alleged 
“Alaska Gun,” purchased a few years ago for $25. He was 
told that it was modified with a large triggerguard to enable 
a gloved finger and had little value. Unfortunately, someone 
modified the sights. But is it actually a rare military gun? On 
the barrel: “COLTS PTFAMFG CO HARTFORD, CT U.S.A. 
PAT’D AUG 5, 1884 JULY 4, 1905, OCT 5, 1928”. Near the 
hammer “RAC” is stamped. The frame is marked “U.S.”
K.G. 

Port Orange, Florida

COLT MODEL 1902 PHILIPPINE CONSTABULARY, .45 COLT, 10%: $650
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The stock is of the British 

Short Land style, but very 

crudely done. Obviously, 

the cock has been poorly 

repaired. With the “US” 

deeply incised in the 

lockplate, it is tempting to 

want to believe the piece is 

an American Revolutionary 

War-period Committee of 

Safety (COS) musket, but 

the workmanship is so poor 

— even for a COS arm. I’m 

loath to commit that it might 

be. The front sight is atypical 

for this type of arm. It is 

rounded and set quite far 

back. Instead, there should 

be a square bayonet lug 

closer to the muzzle. Also, 

I’m not sure if the trigger-

guard is brass or iron. The 

photos, while adequate, 

really don’t tell me every-

thing I’d like to know. I would 

almost have to have the gun 

in hand to go much further. 

Still, it is intriguing and worth 

further scrutiny. If you could 

perhaps supply a picture 

of the buttplate, and a few 

sharper overall and detail 

shots, that would be helpful. 

Until we can confirm exactly 

what you have, I’m afraid I 

can’t commit to any value. I 

will say, though, proper COS 

muskets can bring pretty 

good money.

BROWNING B-80 
AUTO SHOTGUN

Q: I was sitting on the 

porch with my stepdad and 

talking about buying a semi

auto shotgun. out of the 

blue he said, “Hey, I have 

a shotgun I never use. You 

can have it.” I was a little 

apprehensive not knowing 

what it was, so he brought 

out this ragged case with 

duct tape all over it. Inside 

was a beautiful Browning 

B 80. my jaw dropped. It 

has a humpback design, 

which I am a fan of. In fact, 

I almost bought a newer 

A5! I can’t seem to find a 

lot about this one other 

than speculations. It looks 

like the barrel is made by 

Beretta and manufactured 

or assembled by Fn, but its 

stamped with the Brown

ing logo. my barrel says, 

“SPECIAL STEEL 12GA 3” 

mAGnum InVECTor”, 

and “2¾ InCHES”. Serial 

number is 421Pr04XXX. I 

think it was made in 1987. 

Browning couldn’t answer 

any of my questions. Any 

history would be great on 

this model.

A.W. 

Email

A: Your B-80 was manu-

factured by Beretta — at 

least the barrel was — and 

I suggest the majority of 

the gun, too. It was proba-

bly built in Portugal. It was 

basically a Beretta 302 with 

a hump-back silhouette. 

Beretta and Browning had 

an off-and-on relationship, 

so the gun was sold under 

the Browning name. It was 

a very nice, reasonably-

priced little gas-operated, 

alloy-frame semiauto. The 

B-80 was offered from 1981 

to 1988. The serial number 

of your gun indicates it was 

indeed built in 1987.

MORE ON MODEL 
1894 MARLIN

Q: marlins are one of my 

specialties, and one thing 

many people forget is 

that marlin started over in 

about 1906 with their serial 

numbers, sometimes with 

prefixes. The marlin model 

1894 you wrote about in the 

December 2019 of G&A, I 

am quite confident is serial 

number 6X and was made 

in about 1906. It would be 

very unusual to sand off 

four numbers and leave just 

two that are perfect. You 

reviewed another marlin 

1894 a year ago that was a 

fourdigit serial number in 

really good condition, and 

because of its supposed 

“old age” I believe you 

advised against shooting 

it. Again, that is more like a 

1910s to 1920s gun, and as 

long as it is in good working 

condition, I would have no 

problem shooting it. That is 

exactly the kind of gun the 

ammo makers load their 

low pressure .44 40 rounds 

for. Also, the “Bull’s Eye” 

in the stock started about 

1920, and as you men

tioned, the barrel address 

can help you pin down a 

time period, also. 

The “marlin Firearms” book 

by William S. Brophy is a 

wealth of knowledge, but 

it’s hard to find certain facts 

such as the serial number 

info in it. Pages 205 and 207 

kind of speak to what I was 

saying. Thanks for all you do 

to help interest people in 

the old stuff. I think they are 

fascinating and marvels of 

engineering.

R.W. 

Email

A: Thank you for the added 

info. Working from photos 

can sometimes be a bit 

challenging. One of the 

great things about doing 

this column is the ability to 

add to my own knowledge 

and that of Guns & Ammo 

readers. I do appreciate you 

taking the time to write.

MOSSBERG 479GA 
LEVER-GUN

Q: I have a mossberg 

479GA lever action rifle, 

“The Martini-Henry for Queen 
and Empire,” by Neil Aspin-
shaw, Tharston Press, 2019, 
256 pages, UKP, International 
Military Antiques,  
ima-usa.com

Firearms and films have gone 
together since the days of 
Thomas Edison. There is no 
better example of this statement 
than the craze that emanated for 
the previously, almost virtually 
unknown British Martini-Henry 
rifle because of the 1964 movie 
“Zulu.” At the time of its release, 
Martini-Henrys were hard to 
come by, but thanks to imports 
of quantities of them from Nepal, 
they are now available and 
affordable. Adequate books on 
the Martini-Henry have come 
out over the years, but the latest 
effort, “The Martini-Henry for 
Queen and Empire,” has raised 
the information level on this 
fascinating arm to a new height.

Beautifully illustrated in full 
color, this volume tells the 
reader everything he wants and/
or needs to know about the 
fascinating single-shot. Chapters 
covering development of the 
piece, variants, ammunition, 
edged weapons, repair, manufac-

turing and usage fill the package 
to almost bursting.

Author Neil Aspinshaw pres-
ents the lore in a lively manner 
and his choice and quality 
of illustrations is top-notch. 
This reviewer has long been 
an enthusiast and collector of 
British military arms, and rest-
assured “The Martini-Henry for 
Queen and Empire,” will hold 
a valued space in his bookshelf. 
It is available from International 
Military Antiques (ima-usa.com) 
or in a signed and dedicated 
edition for £49.95 UKP from the 
author. (martinihenry.org) $60

RECOMMENDED READS
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caliber .30-30. I am trying 

to compare it to the Win-

chester model 94 and the 

marlin model 336, plus the 

current production moss-

berg 464, which are similar 

in configuration. I have not 

found any comparative 

evaluation. I realize that 

this is an obsolete model, 

however, it is what I have. 

What can you tell me?

T.M. 

Wyoming, Michigan

A: The 20-inch-barreled 

Mossberg Model 479 

lever-action was a Marlin-

looking carbine chambered 

in .35 Remington and .30-30 

Winchester. Manufactured 

in the 1970s and 80s, it was 

something of a follow-on to 

the Model 472. The 479 was 

offered in several variants, 

including a Roy Rogers 

Signature Edition with gold-

plated barrel bands and 

trigger, etched engraving 

and 18-inch barrel. The .35 

Remingtons were discontin-

ued in 1980 and are scarcer 

than the .30-30s. As well, 

Mossberg manufactured 

the Model 479 for Western 

Field as the Model 79 and 

792. Standard variants were 

the Models 479PCA, SCA, 

PCB and SCP, along with 

the Roy Rogers 479RR. I 

cannot find any reference to 

a 479GA. Perhaps a reader 

can enlighten us.

SKELETON RIFLE

Q: I’ve recently acquired 

a .22-caliber single-shot 

skeleton rifle. There are no 

markings on this firearm. It 

has a spring-loaded firing 

pin and the barrel rotates 

to the side to load a single 

round. You then rotate it 

back in line before cocking 

the firing pin. It is cocked 

by pulling it to the rear. 

It appears as though it 

was some type of survival 

firearm.

B.R 

Email

A: You have a Hamilton 

Model 7 .22 rifle. This inex-

pensive little arm was man-

ufactured by the Hamilton 

Rifle Company of Plymouth, 

Michigan. The firm, which 

was founded by Clarence 

J. Hamilton and his son 

Coello, began production 

in 1898 with the Model 7, 

which was made until 1901. 

Some 44,000 were built. 

The Model 7 was offered 

with both wooden and 

metal skeleton buttstocks. 

Hamilton lasted until 1945 

and was responsible for a 

HAMILTON MODEL 7, .22 LR, 60%: $325

<
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number of different types of 

inexpensive rifles.

A COLT AND BRACE 

OF BOOT PISTOLS

Q: A friend of the family 

found three pistols in her 

mother’s sock drawer. She 

is curious as to value of 

course, but the condition 

of both of the so-called 

“boot pistols” is very poor. 

unless they are terrifically 

rare, I would say the value 

is pretty much nil. The Colt 

is in better shape, but still 

it is no prize winner. I think 

it could be made into a 

presentable display piece. 

Here are some descrip-

tions: Colt; .31 caliber; 

cap-and-ball; serial number 

244XXX; barrel markings 

indicate “ADDrESS CoL. 

SAmL. CoLT nEW YorK 

u. S. AmErICA”; the 

numeral “8” appears on 

right-front triggerguard; 

“.31 Cal” is stamped on left 

side of the frame behind 

the triggerguard. Boot gun 

no. 1: Bore is .44 caliber. 

Apparently it has a screw-

off barrel, and no attempt 

was made to remove it. 

overall length about 81/2 

inches and weight of 101/2 

ounces. There is a horizon-

tal oval cartouche on the 

right side of the frame with 

an “E” stacked over “Lg

believed to be a Belgium 

marking. Boot gun no. 

2 is .32 caliber. Again, it 

is apparently a screw-off 

barrel. overall length is 

about 83/4 inches, weight 

121/2 ounces. The trigger-

guard is missing. The pistol 

is, for lack of better term, 

a double action in that the 

hammer cocks and falls 

with a triggerpull (no half 

cock). on the top barrel flat 

is the word “PATEnTED”. 

Counterclockwise on the 

next flat is “1837”, and on 

the next is “CAST STEEL”; 

on the bottom flat are the 

numbers “2XX”. no makers 

mark or proofmarks were 

found. 

J.M. 

Amarillo, Texas

A: Normally, I prefer not to 

answer omnibus questions, 

as they take up considerable 

space, but since your query 

is fairly simple, I’ll make an 

exception. The Colt is an 

1849 Pocket Model man-

ufactured in 1863. There’s 

nothing special about it. 

This was a popular revolver 

and the one that put Colt’s 

business on a profitable 

base. Boot Gun No. 1 is a 

Belgian-made single-shot 

percussion pocket pistol. 

These were made from the 

19th through the early part 

of the 20th centuries. Even in 

good shape they are quite 

common and value is low. 

Pocket pistol No. 2 is an 

American Allen & Thurber-

style (I say “style” because 

it has no address, though 

I’d bet it’s an A&T product), 

double-action, bar-hammer 

pistol. These small single-

shots were made in the 

1830s in a couple of differ-

ent styles. Calibers ranged 

from .28 to .36. Condition 

on all three guns is quite 

poor. The Colt’s worth $375 

to $450, the Belgian pistol 

$75 and the Yankee bar-

hammer $50. The latter two 

are strictly swap-meet deco-

rators to be nicely displayed 

in a shadowbox.

www.magnumresearch.comTo Build Your Own, Visit  www.customdeserteagle.com and www.custombfrrevolver.com
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Get to know the all-new VR80 semi-automatic shotgun. Made from 

rugged 7075 T6 aluminum, this beast is compatible with most commercial 

buffer tube stocks and pistol grips. As long as we’re talking compatibility, 

the forend is also compatible with most aftermarket accessories. 

The VR80. It’s a must-have.

Accessories sold separately. 9- and 19-round 

aftermarket magazines also available.



DRILLS EXIST to make you more effective in the real 

world. They don’t exist to make you better at shooting 

drills. Don’t lose sight of the forest through the trees.

I love shooting drills. I think that they are an important 

component to a solid training plan, and I also think that 

they serve a valuable purpose in setting the benchmark to 

compare one’s skills.

The prob-

lem with many 

modern interpre-

tations of drills 

is that they have 

been turned into 

marketing tools 

by savvy instruc-

tors who don’t 

have a lifetime of 

experience in the 

use and instruc-

tion of arms to 

fall back on. Why 

bother earning 

your spurs the 

hard way when 

you can simply 

shoot the same 

drill dozens of times, and then take the footage of the best 

run of the day and turn it into an Instagram video?

Putting charlatan instructors to the side, the corrosive 

effects that social media has had on the instruction of arms 

has trickled down to regular shooters now, as well. Many 

shooters see these drills performed by instructors on social 

media and think that those results are somehow relevant 

to what they should be focusing on.

Let’s take a look at one of the granddaddies of pistol 

drills, the El Presidente. The “El Prez” consists of three 

International Practical Shooting Confederation (IPSC) 

targets positioned 10 yards away and one yard apart from 

each other. The shooter starts by facing away. On the 

signal, they face the target and draw the pistol to engage 

the targets with two shots to each. This is followed up by 

a reload and a re-engagement of two shots apiece. The 

par time for the drill is 10 seconds with a semiauto pistol. 

I think that this par time is generous, but given that the 

drill was designed with older holsters and the .45-caliber 

M1911A1 in mind, it’s understandable from a historical 

perspective. The creator of the drill, Lt. Col. Jeff Cooper, 

stated on numerous occasions that it was not something 

that should be practiced routinely. The El Prez was some-

thing that should be used to test the skill of a particular 

shooter with their particular gun and equipment.

With A-Zone hits, I can routinely shoot the drill under 

8 seconds cold 

using my duty 

pistol and gear. 

If I sit and shoot 

the drill over and 

over, I can get 

clean runs in the 

neighborhood 

of 6 seconds. I 

say this not to 

boast, but rather 

to illustrate that 

it is easy to game 

the exercise and 

instill unrealistic 

and potentially 

dangerous 

expectations 

about what the 

norm should be.

One of the best newer drills is the Fundamentals, Accu-

racy and Speed Test (FAST) drill, designed by Todd Green, 

a firearm instructor who died too young of cancer in 2016. 

The FAST drill is very challenging and consists of a draw, 

two shots to a 3-inch by 5-inch head box, a slide-lock 

reload, and a re-engagement of four rounds to an 8-inch 

circle below the head box to approximate the upper-

chest area. Par time for an advanced shooter is 7 seconds 

and par time for an expert shooter is 5 seconds. For the 

shooter that can complete it in under 5 seconds twice in 

a row on video or in a class, a numbered challenge coin 

awaits. This drill is excellent because it forces everything 

that is in its title: fundamentals, speed and accuracy.

The only problem isn’t with the drill, it is with the 

people chasing the coin. While I never met Green, I did 

correspond with him often before his passing. I can tell 

you that he did not design the drill to be shot 100 times a 

day so that a shooter could cherry pick the best run for a 

SKILL BUILDING
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Defensive shooting drills are not for gaming.
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video. When shot cold, or 

used as a barometer of skill 

and equipment, the FAST 

drill is one of the best. 

When corrupted to satisfy 

an ego, its value decreases 

accordingly.

In law enforcement (LE), 

we see a similar issue in 

conjunction with standard-

ized qualification courses. 

Lazy instructors teach 

their shooters how to pass 

the qual, not how to be a 

good shooter. Is it possible 

that some of the lessons 

will stick? Absolutely! But 

having been involved in LE 

training, I can tell you that 

the majority of a cop’s skill 

drops the further away from 

the qual course they get. Qualification is not training. It is 

simply a test to see if the shooters skills fall within accept-

able parameters. Let’s take a look at how to get better at 

these drills and quals by building real, transferable skills.

You need to break the drill down into its component 

parts. For the sake of this column, let’s talk about the 

progression from the draw, to the first shot, to the sec-

ond shot. Starting with the draw, work on drawing the 

pistol out of the holster as fast as you can. I don’t care 

if its smooth, it just needs to be fast. Get your pistol out 

fast and find that front sight. You can do this dry, and you 

should be doing it often. The key is to be fast and efficient. 

Don’t move your body more than you need to with exces-

sive leaning and swinging.

Make sure that you’re really finding the front sight! Keep 

your eyes downrange on the target and bring the gun 

to your eyes. Don’t try to 

follow the gun up to the 

target; That’s inefficient and 

slow. Once you’re feeling 

fast on the draw, add in a 

first shot on target. As your 

muzzle direction moves to 

“on target,” your trigger 

finger should be moving to 

the trigger and prepping it 

for the shot.

By the time your pistol is 

completely on target and 

your front sight is in focus, 

the slack should be out 

of your trigger, any safety 

device should be off, and 

you should be pressing 

straight through to the rear.

Once the shot breaks, stay on the gun with constant grip 

tension and reset your trigger as fast as possible — but 

don’t fire the second shot just yet! Holster up and check 

the target. If you’re not maintaining an A-zone hit at least 

seven out of 10 times, then you need to slow down until 

you are. If you’re not dropping any shots, then you need 

to speed up until you drop one or two out of 10. You will 

never get faster if you don’t push yourself to the point of 

failure in training.

Shooting is no different than any other psychomotor 

skill. Shooting is an adaptive process. Once you get in that 

sweet spot of speed and accuracy, it’s time to add in the 

second shot. Just as before, you’re drawing the pistol fast, 

getting on that trigger quickly, efficiently and breaking that 

first shot. As soon as the shot breaks, maintain your grip 

tension and allow the trig-

ger to reset during recoil. 

When the sights come back 

into focus, the second shot 

is being pressed.

Just like before, use your 

accuracy as a gauge for 

your speed. If you’re hitting 

them all, speed up. If you’re 

missing more than two or 

three, slow down.

Drills are an important 

part of any sound training 

program, but so is accuracy 

work, speed work and dry 

firing. Don’t get so caught 

up in drills that you hinder 

progress.

El Presidente: Starting with your back to the 
targets, at the buzzer turn to face them while 
drawing your pistol. Fire two shots into each 
target’s A-zone, reload and fire two more shots 
into each target. Par time is 10 seconds with a 
pistol and 12 seconds for a revolver. 
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RIFLES & GLASS

Tetra Range AlphaShield

SHO GUNS is my all-time favorite pastime and 

profession. It never gets old, especially with all the new

and cool hardware coming out these days.

However, the older I get the more protective of my hear-

ing I become. When I was younger, I was sloppy with my 

ear protection and an occasional gunshot would make my 

ears ring. Once the ringing stopped, I figured I was good 

to go and that I hadn’t sustained any lasting damage.

I was wrong.

Hearing loss is cumulative. One gunshot isn’t the end of 

the world, but it takes a toll.

My wife has two degrees in deaf education and is seri-

ous about encouraging me to protect my hearing. The way 

she explains it is that there are tiny hairs deep inside of our 

ears that over time and with exposure to loud noises begin 

to die. The hairs lay over on their side as they die, much 

like grass and how it wilts under the hot sun or when we 

walk the same path repeatedly.

Those little hairs inside our ears 

never get better. Noise exposure 

spoils our hearing and the effects 

never reverse. Every loud noise we 

experience damages those hairs, 

even if it’s a small degree.

The right answer to solve this problem is to take hearing 

protection seriously. I do now. I’ve started to spend more 

money on suppressors to prevent further hearing damage 

and to protect my kids while they’re still young. However, 

the most portable and timely form of hearing protection is 

a good set of electronic plugs that travel with me. The best 

answer is having multiple forms of hearing protection, such 

as using a suppressor and wearing ear plugs.

Most unsuppressed rifle shots produce around 160-plus 

decibels (db). Shotguns and pistols are a lot lower — 

about 150 db — and are easier to manage. These days, I 

use two forms of hearing protection while shooting rifles, 

especially if those rifles have muzzlebrakes and/or I’m 

shooting under overhead cover. I strongly recommend 

plugs and muffs in that scenario.

Once I’m out from under cover or the muzzlebrake 

comes off, I’m comfortable just using electronic plugs. 

Electronic plugs are awesome. Put 

them in and go about your busi-

ness. There’s no need to shout at 

your buddies (or for them to shout 

at you) because you can still hear 

and have regular conversations. 

There are no muffs to interfere with 

WE’RE ALL GOING DEAF
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a rifle or shotgun stock.
I do a lot of shooting from the prone and it’s not uncom-

mon for the muff on my right ear to lift away from my head 
when I plant my cheek on the stock’s comb. This issue 
meant my right ear would suffer some uncomfortable noise 
exposure, so I now I always shoot with electronic plugs in 
my ears. I still supplement with muffs under certain condi-
tions, but I always wear electronic plugs these days.

The most recent set of electronic plugs I’ve tried 
are made by Tetra (in the U.S.A). They are the Range 
AlphaShield. These electronic plugs have a number of fea-
tures that I’ve come to appreciate the more I wear them.

Electronic plugs are nothing new, and I’ve used quite 
a few sets through the years. The most comfortable are 
made from a mold of the shooter’s ear canal, but those 
also cost more. (Tetra’s CustomShield is $1,100.)

The AlphaShields come very close to being as comfort-
able as other molded in-ear protection I’ve tested, but 
these sound better. In my mind, there are four categories 
to evaluate any electronic plug: noise reduction, sound 
quality, comfort and price.

Noise reduction across in-ear electronic plugs is going 
to be very similar. Packing your ear canal with a small 
electronic obstruction gets you about 22- to 24-db reduc-
tion. That’ll knock a braked rifle from 160-plus db down 
to just under 140 db. Anything below 140 db is generally 
considered “hearing safe.” Personally, I prefer the low 130 
db range and you should, too. (This is why I use muffs and 
plugs when shooting really noisy guns.)

Since noise reduction is a wash, it comes down to sound 
quality, comfort and price to decide which electronic plugs 
are best for you. Based on my experience, the AlphaShield 
devices have the best quality sound.

I measure sound quality by how much electronic 
distortion I hear when using the devices, and how much 
unwanted noise comes through with the desired sounds. 
For example, when I’m talking to a buddy at the range, 
how much wind noise do I hear? Does it sound tinny and 
electronic, or does it sound like a real human voice?

This is especially important when wearing muffs over the 
plugs. Tetra’s AlphaShield plugs did a phenomenal job of 
amplifying voices under muffs so that I could hear clearly 

The Tetra AlphaShield unit fits neatly in the 
shooter’s ear. The upper portion of the device 
locks behind the fold of the upper ear. The rubber 
inserts, shown, are also very comfortable.

Each AlphaShield comes with three sets of rubber 
and foam inserts to fit most users. There are small, 
medium and large sizes for both types. The unit 
shown above is equipped with foam inserts.
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without making me feel like I 

was listening to an electronic 

voice. There was also no back-

ground whoosh that usually 

happens when electronic 

plugs are turned up for maxi-

mum sound amplification.

Tetra figured out how to 

work some sound magic by 

programming their devices to 

amplify the frequencies most 

human speech use while elim-

inating frequencies we don’t 

want or need. They focused 

on frequencies between 300 

Hz and 3,000 KHz with the 

Range AlphaShield model. In 

doing so, Tetra has given us 

great amplification and rich-sounding human voices, while 

eliminating everything else.

For anything other than molded in-ear devices, the 

AlphaShield would be my top pick for comfort. Each set 

of electronic plugs comes with two forms, either rubber or 

foam, of in-ear fitting device with three sizes of each type. I 

liked the medium foam tips the best.

Having comfortable in-ear electronic devices like the 

AlphaShield greatly diminishes 

the likelihood of ever hear-

ing a gunshot unprotected. 

I wear these devices hunting 

and keep them in my ears 

whenever there is a chance 

I might shoot. I never know 

when I might need to get off a 

quick shot, or they stay in for 

long periods of time, and the 

AlphaShields are comfortable 

enough, and sound good 

enough, that all-day wear is 

not a burden.

Whether or not the price 

is worth the admission is 

up to the individual. As far 

as electronic plugs go, the 

AlphaShields are priced competitively, especially consider-

ing they are the best sounding in-ear devices I’ve worn.

The AlphaShields make a ton of sense for anyone that 

needs hearing protection frequently or for long periods of 

time. Competitive shooters that spend the entire day at a 

match, guys that hunt a lot and have to snap-shoot, or any-

one that spends lots of time at the range will experience a 

quality-of-life improvement with Tetra’s AlphaShields.

The inserts are housed in a protective case. The electronic 
devices also ship with a pocket-sized case for easy transport.
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Tips and tricks for reloading metallic cartridges.

BULLET BOARD

DAVE EMARY

RELOADING IS A GREAT HOBBY that can enhance your 
enjoyment of shooting through the making of your own 
ammunition, and it can save you money. It also allows you to 
optimize the performance of your firearm through the careful 

You can find a lot of informa-
tion in reloading manuals and 
books about the basic proce-
dures, practices and equipment 
for reloading, but what if you 
want to get the most from your 
reloaded ammunition and the 
best possible performance from 
your firearm? What follows are 
several techniques and special-
ized tools that will enable you 
to load uniform and accurate 
ammunition.

cartridge case is perhaps the 
most important component of a 
reloaded round of ammunition. 
It is the glue that holds all the 

case is also the component that 
aligns the bullet with the bore 
of the gun. The trueness and consistency of this alignment 
has a major impact on the overall accuracy of the ammuni-
tion and rifle combination. You can load the most accurate 
bullets ever made, but if you put them in a crooked case 
that doesn’t align with the bore, you’d never realize how 
good the bullets were.

The case also holds the primer. Invariably, primer pock-
ets and flash holes can adversely affect the ammunition’s 
performance consistency. With these in mind, there are 
some techniques and equipment that can be used to get 
the straightest cases possible with consistent dimensions, 
and the most steady overall performance.

The first thing to do with cartridge case preparation is to 
uniform the flash hole and primer pocket. A lot of cartridge 
cases will have a burr around the flash hole on the inside of 
the case. This burr can be small or can nearly cover the flash 
hole. The burr is a by-product of the production technique 
used to pierce the flash hole. It can cause inconsistent flash 

from the primer into the propellant charge. The use of a flash 
hole deburring tool will remove these burrs and improve the 
ignition and performance consistency of your ammunition.

Primer pockets are not always uniform in depth because 

The last piece of the priming 

available from Lee (leeprecision.
com) and Lyman (lymanproducts.com). One note: the primer 
should be seated .002 inch to .005 inch below the head 
of the case. This must be done in order to obtain consis-
tent primer performance by compressing the anvil into the 
explosive pellet in the primer. Seating primers deeper than 
this can crack the explosive pellet and decrease primer sen-
sitivity and lead to inconsistent primer performance.

The ultimate goal of resizing a cartridge case is to obtain 
consistent case dimensions, headspace and the straightest 
possible case to serve as the backbone for the round of 
ammunition. One of the best ways to achieve this outcome 
is to use a bushing, match-grade-size die. This die design 
uses floating bushings to size the neck of the case. Hor-
nady (hornady.com) has gone so far as to have a floating 
de-cap punch in their dies to prevent the spindle assem-
bly from bending the neck of the case. A properly sized 
bushing allows a minimum of sizing of the neck and greatly 
extends case life.

A CASE STUDY

HORNADY PRECISION MEASUREMENT STATION $325
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Most solid dies excessively size the neck of 
the case in order to be able to size any neck 
thickness in a case. The floating bushing, and 
in Hornady’s die, the floating de-cap punch 
allow self-centering of the neck with the body 
during resizing. This produces a straight resized 
case. Bushing dies can be set up to allow only 
the use of the bushing for resizing the neck 
without the need for an expander. Using this 
technique can result in more uniform resized 
case headspace because of not having to pull 

pulling the shoulder out and changing headspace.
Full-length-size dies should be adjusted to provide 

a case with headspace of .002 inch to .003 inch below 
that of the fired case. Setting the die like this will mini-
mize sizing and work hardening of the case and provide 
a minimum acceptable clearance between the case and 
chamber. The use of the Hornady Lock-N-Load headspace 
gauges allows you to precisely measure the headspace of 
your cartridge cases and set the dies accordingly.

For lubing cases, spray lubes allow uniform placement 
of lube on cartridge cases for resizing. If you are using an 
expander it is important to try to get some lube inside 
the top of the neck of the case to reduce the drag of the 
expander on the neck. Spraying cases from the open neck 
of the case is one way to do that. Make sure that you 
spray at an angle from above and not directly into the 
case. You do not want lube inside the case body.

A cheap and easy way to make expander 
extraction easier and more uniform is to purchase 
some graphite at a hardware store and put it in 
a cup. Dip the neck of the lubed cartridge in the 
graphite and then size your cases. You will find that 
the extraction of the expander is much easier and 
more consistent. This will also result in more uniform 
sized cartridge case headspace.

Lastly, keep track of the number of times your 
cases have been fired and resized. As the case is 
repeatedly fired and resized, the neck and shoul-
der gradually get more work hardened. This leads 
to a higher pressure that’s required to push the 
bullet from the neck. This is known as neck tension, 
and if neck tension is not consistent it will result in 
erratic ammunition performance, especially in pistol 
cartridges. If you have a mixed number of firings in a 
group of cases, anneal them all at the same time to 
get them to the same neck hardness condition.

As I discussed in my column on reloading for lever-
action cartridges several issues ago, an easy way to 
anneal cases is to place then in a cake pan of water 
filled to a little below the shoulder of the case. Heat 
the necks and shoulder with a propane torch until 
they begin to turn color and then knock them over 
into the water. Annealing every five or six times the 
cases are sized will eliminate the tendency of necks 

and shoulders to crack because of work harden-
ing. It will also greatly extend case life.

bullet Seating The final process in reloading a 
round of ammunition is seating a new bullet in 
the resized cartridge case neck. How the bullet 
is seated and the dies used to seat the bullet 
are critical to how straight the loaded round of 
ammunition is. There may be other nomencla-
ture, but I have always called the misalignment 

bullet and case must be kept to a minimum. If you roll a 
round of ammunition on a flat surface and see the bullet 

“wobble,” you have loaded round runout. The best way to 
reduce runout in the loaded ammunition is to use a seating 
die with a floating alignment sleeve and seating punch. The 
alignment sleeve captures the neck of the cartridge case 
and controls the alignment of the bullet, neck and seating 
stem while the bullet is seated. The tighter fitting the align-
ment sleeve with the neck of the case, and the tighter the 
fit of the alignment sleeve and seating stem, the lower and 
more consistent runout your ammunition will have.

Many die manufacturers will make a custom seating 
stem that precisely fits the shape of the ogive of the bullet 
you want to load and further improve the runout of your 

loaded ammunition. Hornady offers custom seating 
stems for most of their match bullet lines. One other 

simple trick that can help to reduce runout is to just 
barely start the bullet in the case, lower the ram and 
turn the case 180 degrees in the shell holder, then 
finish seating the bullet.

One of the best tools I have used to improve the 
accuracy of any ammunition, factory or reloaded, is the 
Hornady Lock-N-Load Concentricity Tool ($120). This 
tool allows you to measure the loaded round runout 
of any loaded round of ammunition. It also allows 
you to locate the high point of the runout and adjust 
it to nearly zero. I have taken factory ammunition and 

straightened it with this tool and improved my ammu-
nition accuracy upwards of a half minute-of-angle 
(MOA), depending on how bad the runout was initially. 

When using this tool, you can usually get the runout 
down to .001 inch to .002 inch. At this level, other issues 
will likely cover up the runout from an accuracy stand-
point. Runout of greater than .004 inch to .005 inch 
should be adjusted to a lesser amount.

One other simple tool I have found to be useful 
is the Hornady Lock-N-Load Comparator gauge set 
($32). These handy tools allow you to perform your 
own quality checks on bullets. You can use them to 
measure from the base of the bullet to a contact point 
on the ogive. This measurement should be consistent 
in a quality bullet, certainly no more than .005-inch 
variation maximum across a box of bullets.
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Comparator gauges can also be used to measure the 
distance from the base of the cartridge case to the con-
tact point on the ogive of the bullet in a loaded round of 
ammunition. This dimension should be kept to a very small 
variation, less than .005 inch. If this measurement varies 
more than .010 inch, the performance of the ammunition 
will start to vary. This is because of the varying jump of the 
bullet to the rifling, and is where consistent hardness necks 
and consistent headspace cases make a significant differ-
ence. If the necks vary in hardness and some bullets seat 
harder than others, you hardly ever get a consistent dimen-
sion to the bullet ogive contact point. You either distort the 
ogive of the bullet more or less, or are pushing on the neck 

more or less and slightly 
changing the headspace.

Summing up If you 
are after the highest 
possible accuracy and 
performance consistency 
from your ammunition, 
there are many tools 
and tricks available that 
will allow you to achieve 
this. An important point 
to remember that over-

shadows everything you do is to try to get the straightest 
possible case and loaded round of ammunition that you 
can make. There are many specialized tools available from 
reloading tool suppliers beyond the basics that will aid you 
in achieving this.

In this column, I have primarily referenced Hornady’s 
tools simply because I worked for that company and they 
are what I am most familiar with. These are not the only 
good products available. Part of the fun of reloading is 
shopping and researching about the products on the 
market and making the best choice for you. In this quest, 
the internet and manufacturer websites are invaluable. So, 
jump in! Take your reloading to the next level.

HORNADY LOCK-N-LOAD CONCENTRICITY TOOL $120 HORNADY LOCK-N-LOAD HEADSPACE GAUGE COMPARATOR SET $32
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SGM KYLE LAMB [RET.]

Do you need sights in a defensive situation?

THE PHONE CALL with Guns & Ammo Editor Eric Poole, 
started out as most do with updates on articles and dis-
cussions about what’s new and exciting. Then he threw a 
question that stopped me dead in my tracks. “Do you see 
a lot of law enforcement officers training to point shoot?” 
“No,” I said immediately. We both took a breath and the 
discussion continued.

If it isn’t viable, why are 
so many people trying to 
point shoot? Is it another 
fad that we can’t seem to 
shake?

Before I get too deep 
into this discussion, let me 
explain what I call “point 
shooting.” Point shooting 
is the unaimed fire with 
a pistol beyond contact 
shooting distances.

The next definition we 
need to understand is “con-
tact shooting.” Contact 
shooting is pistol fire at, or 
into, a threat that is within 
arms reach.

Last of all (and my 
favorite) is “aimed fire.” 
Aimed fire would be the 
act of shooting while using 
sights, electronic or not, 
or the outline of a pistol as 
a reference to increase hit 
probability and accuracy.

Back to the task at hand. 
Why is there a resurgence in point shooting? My gut tells 
me there is someone that fancies themselves pretty good 
at making reliable hits without the use of their sights. 
To further ingratiate themselves, they are singing point-
shoot’s praises like a carny at a fair.

“Step right up and get your point shooting experi-

ence. There’s no time for sights. Don’t waist training 

time with accuracy and concentration. Sling that lead. 

Step right up.”

I have personally stood on the range with a loaded pis-
tol in hand attempting to point shoot at targets in a safe 
direction from 3 to 15 yards. Is it fun? You know it is! Like 

a modern day Bat Master-
son with 21 rounds of 9mm 
in the hog leg, there are 
smiles all around when you 
finally figure out how to 
get hits on your target.

To further increase the 
fun, I have also done this 
with two pistols at one 
time. It was a hoot. But is 
that the question? Is point 
shooting fun? For sure. Is 
it a realistic way to stop a 
threat that presents itself 
to your front when stress is 
high?

If I made a bet with 
you on hitting a target in 
the vital zone at 10 yards, 
would you take that bet? 
What if it were for $1,000? 
Would you point shoot, or 
would you use your sights? 
If the answer is that you 
would use your sights on 
a thousand-dollar bet, my 
next question for you is 
“What’s your life worth?”

I reached out to competitive shooter Max Michel. He cut 
his teeth in the U.S. Army with the U.S. Army Marksman-
ship Unit (USAMU). He is currently the undisputed carry-
optics guru on planet Earth. Using a SIG Sauer P320 9mm 
complete with a red dot sight, he continues to dominates 
every venue. I asked him the same question, and what 
follows was his response:

“I use three sight pictures: flash, floating and focused. 

POINT SHOOTING

Circa 1994, the author has some fun while training with two pistols.
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[I use] flash sight picture up to 10 yards when 

shooting for extreme speed. With the flash sight 

picture, I focus on the target. The sights are mov-

ing all over, but the distance is close, so I can get 

away with the movement.

With floating sight picture at 10 to 15 yards, the 

dot is beginning to stabilize as it floats within the 

center of the target. For the floating sight picture 

I start to bring the focus back towards the front 

sight, if I am using iron sights. The focus doesn’t 

make it all the way to the front sight, but I get 

more clarity to ensure proper alignment. Focused 

sight picture, for those targets 15 yards and 

beyond, I focus on the sight for optimal sight clar-

ity. Lastly, the harder the focus on the sight, or the 

more you demand the dot to be stabilized, trigger 

control becomes more important. When I use my 

focused sight picture I use a pause, prep, press on 

the trigger. When I use a flash sight picture, I’m 

not afraid to slap the trigger.”

If Max Michel misses a shot at a major match, he 

may go home without a trophy. For a law enforce-

ment officer and the armed citizen, the severity of 

a miss could result in hitting an innocent person 

or failing to neutralize the threat. One could kill a 

career, the other your life.

The old saying is this: “In a gunfight, you won’t 

see your sights.” The real saying should be, “In a 

gunfight, the untrained tactical shooter won’t see 

their sights.”

Which brings me back to the mantra: “Get out 

and train.” The top shooters in the world use their 

sights. Why wouldn’t we?

“IF I MaDE a BET WITh
YOU ON hITTING a
TarGET IN ThE VITaL 
ZONE aT 10 YarDS, ... 
FOr $1,000.00 ... 
WOULD YOU USE 
YOUr SIGhTS?... 
MY NEXT QUESTION 
FOr YOU IS, WHAT’S 

YOUR LIFE WORTH?”
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THERE HAVE BEEN SHOTGUNS made for almost every 

need. I suggest “almost” because as long as the scattergun has 

been around, it has been customized to meet specialized needs. 

Engineers at O.F. Mossberg & Sons have created another shotgun 

that’s certain to catch the eye of more than one crowd. If you’ve 

pined over the idea of an over-the-counter “shotty” to meet your 

3-Gun needs, the Mossberg 940 JM Pro may be the one.

From woods and waters, to law enforcement and home 

defense, shotguns still play a considerable role in the world 

of firearms. There is no doubt in my mind as a former Special 

Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) operator, that shotguns are a front-

runner in the application of force. From the most violent suspects 

to breaching doors, shotguns get the job done, sometimes solely 

by intimidation. Then there are all of the competitive disciplines. 

Shotguns will never become obsolete.

It was sometime in late 2018 when I became aware of Moss-

berg’s pursuit to make an out-of-the-box, 3-Gun-ready shotgun 

— a complete system that fixes anything that came up short on 

their 930 JM Pro Series. This was much anticipated news, as I 

happen to be the owner of more than 

one imperfect 930. The news was made 

only more interesting by the fact that 

the “First Family of Shooting,” Jerry 

Miculek’s family, would be involved.

A 3-Gun shooter myself, I’ve tried 

to fashion a cost effective, reliable 

shotgun to meet my competitive needs, 

but I ended up angry, frustrated and 

relieved of hard-earned money. The 

modifications necessary to bring the 930 JM Pro up to speed, as 

well as the constant maintenance to create necessary reliability, 

made me wonder if it would ever happen.

Trying to make a sporting or field gun meet the demands of 

3-Gun is costly and requires technical knowledge. Extended 

magazine tubes for capacity; enlarged controls to ease operation 

under stress; accurizing for long-range slug engagements; and the 

potentially disastrous cutting away of receiver material for spe-

cialized loading techniques are all mandatory for making a field 

gun a 3-Gun shotgun. Mossberg attempted this with the 930 JM 

Pro, but it didn’t meet some of those requirements. Also, there’s 

the issue of fit. Length of pull, drop at the comb, and cast are not 

easily changed on many shotguns, especially those with compos-

ite stocks. Enter the Mossberg 940 JM Pro.

If, like me, you’ve longed for an over-the-counter, 3-Gun-ready 

shotgun, long no more. The newest addition to Mossberg’s 

shotgun line is not what the 930 JM Pro was. More than simply 

bearing Jerry Miculek’s initials, the new 940 action is a detailed, 

ground-up build that’s sure to impress you and your wallet.

Gun School Mossberg introduced 

the replacement of the 930 series at 

the Gunsite Academy (gunsite.com). 

The 940 JM Pro combines Miculek’s 

genius and ingenuity with appropriate 

factory installed accessories, engineer-

ing and value. Mossberg Engineer John 

Raciti was pleased to tell those of us 

in attendance, “We are proud to offer 

PRO MODIFIED
MOSSBERG’S NEW 940 JM PRO 

IS ONE FAST RACE GUN.

BY CHRIS CERINO | PHOTOS BY MARK FINGAR

The Mossberg 
940 JM Pro is 
based on what 
Jerry and Lena 
Miculek felt was 
necessary to 
make the 930 
appropriate for 
3-Gun compe-
tition. Photo by 
Alfredo Rico

The 940 offers slim furniture with new texturing.
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a complete solution when it comes to providing a 3-Gun-ready 

semiauto shotgun right out-of-the-box. This is the first shotgun 

produced that can be quad-loaded out-of-the-box.”

He was right. I can’t find a mass-produced shotgun capable 

of quad-loading straight from the box. 

3-Gun ready, though? We’ll see.

Joining us at the Gunsite Academy were 

both Lena Miculek and her always pleas-

ant father Jerry, smiling as they passed out 

the new shotguns to reviewers. The dif-

ferences between the 930 JM Pro and 940 

JM Pro were immediately visible. Lena 

even brought Load-2 and Load-4 shell 

holders for us to use on the range. First, 

we learned what makes the 940 different 

from its predecessor, and I can say that it’s 

much more than gold-tone appearances. 

(In fact, it also comes in all-black.)

Presented to us was a dressed-up model 

with a gray-toned anodized aluminum 

receiver and gold-anodized accents. Either version, the gray or 

the black, sports a newly designed 24-inch vent-rib barrel with 

a HiViz fiber-optic front sight for rapid sight picture. Having 

a bright sight up front makes a difference when shooting fast 

by helping the shooter put the picture 

together quickly. If you don’t like the 

color, change it. Additional light tubes are 

included in a variety of colors. If you’re 

inclined, the receiver is drilled and tapped 

to mount a rail for your optic of choice.

External improvements don’t stop there. 

From the black, extended Briley choke 

tubes — the 940 JM Pro comes with three 

— to the fully adjustable competition-ready 

stock, there’s much to appreciate. For exam-

ple, the machined and beveled feeding port 

was designed for any style of loading, but it 

is especially useful for quad-loading. Also, 

notable is the slimmed down forend with its 

improved feel and ergonomics.

 Mossberg 940 JM Pro

Type: Gas operated, 
semiautomatic

Gauge: 12

Capacity: 9+1 rds.

Barrel: 24 in., vent rib

Chokes: Briley Accu-Set

Overall length: 44.5 in.

Weight: 7 lbs., 12 oz.

Sights: HiViz fiber-optic (front); 
fiber-optic inserts incl.

Materials/Finish: Aluminum/anodized;  
steel/matte blued

Stock: Polymer, textured; adj. 
length of pull, drop at 
comb, cast and pitch

MSRP: $1,015

Manufacturer: Mossberg, 203-230-5300, 
mossberg.com

The oversized charging handle and bolt release are large and 
functional. The gold anodized finish is optional on this model.

The aluminum receiver is drilled and tapped for shooters to 
attach a rail and mount an optical sight.
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Obvious 940 JM Pro accessories include 

the oversized charging handle and bolt 

release for effortless manipulation. Both 

are as functional as they are good looking. 

It may not seem like much, but having 

the bolt release done at the factory saves 

a lot of the time and frustration in trying 

to drill and tap that little button perfectly. 

Closing the bolt quickly after reloading is 

the benefit.

Capacity isn’t just a concern for 3-Gun, 

but a concern for snow goose hunters and anyone who wants 

the added capacity. The extended magazine is a two-piece system 

fashioned together at the fore-grip nut. The 940 JM Pro holds 

nine-plus-one rounds, the perfect number for shooting in the 

Tactical Optics division of 3-Gun. Also notable is that the steel 

portion of the magazine tube connected to the receiver is coated 

in boron nitride (BN). If you know anything about gas-operated 

shotguns, you’ll know that this can be a hard part to clean. BN 

keeps carbon from bonding to the metal.

The Mossberg 940 JM Pro’s loading port is factory enlarged and 

beveled specifically for quad-loading with either a strong or weak 

hand. Even if you don’t quad-load, rest assured that shucking 

two shells is really fast, and if you still load a shotgun one shell at 

a time, the shell lifter (i.e., elevator) has been modified to make 

it longer. This alleviates the dreaded thumb pinch or thumb-nail 

cut when there’s just enough room for your thumb to get stuck 

between the elevator and the receiver.

Shotguns work best when they fit the shooter. The 930 version 

had the ability to adjust the drop at the comb. The new 940 has 

adjustability for this, as well as cast on and off and length of pull. 

Maximizing performance through proper fit requires a modern 

system or an expensive and experienced 

craftsman. Proper stock fit helps in 

shooting more comfortably and alleviates 

getting a beat-up cheek bone from hard-

recoiling slugs.

Internally, the hard, smooth finish of 

BN graces many of the critical compo-

nents including the magazine tube, gas 

piston, gas ring, hammer and sear. Ease 

of cleaning is a secondary benefit of the 

coating. Having it on the parts of the 940’s 

redesigned gas system ensures reliability.

Some visible changes and other non-visible changes have been 

made to the gas operation. Having enlarged gas ports allows 

reliable use with 1-ounce shot loads and 7⁄8-ounce low-recoiling 

slugs, vital to 3-Gunners and recoil-sensitive shooters. The previ-

ous steel spacer tube is replaced with a corrugated, perforated and 

anodized aluminum spacer. According to Miculek, the new sleeve 

“provides relief for gasses and debris movement.” The redesigned 

gas piston redirects hot gasses away from the magazine tube keep-

ing it cleaner. The single piston ring is designed to prevent seizing 

No tools are needed when changing the supplied Briley Accu-
Choke extended tubes. The constriction is clearly marked.
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and is easier to remove for cleaning. Supposedly, the design 

changes to the gas system means cleaning is required less often.

Fouling of the gas system was a big problem with the outgo-

ing 930. Mossberg says the new self-cleaning piston may allow 

firing of up to 1,500 rounds between cleanings. I don’t know that 

I’d chance it, but those predictions will surely get you through 

a match or two before you need to get down and dirty. In the 

words of Mossberg, the 940 JM Pro is “completely redesigned for 

fast-paced, reliable cycling in all environmental conditions.”

On the range, there were 20 or more guns. After a quick safety 

briefing, Gunsite instructors allowed Team Miculek to take the 

lead. Jerry started off with information about cyclic rates and load 

preference, and after a quick lesson on how to hold the gun to 

make it do your bidding, Jerry let it rip. I don’t know that he’s 

capable of firing a single shot, and I suppose doing so would be 

anticlimactic. What he does do is fire pairs. Jerry shoots pairs so 

fast you’d swear he’d only fired one shot. He demonstrated that 

the 940 will cycle as fast as you can fire.

After some showmanship from Jerry, Lena got us on line with 

our guns. First, we practiced with the new quad-loaders provided 

by King Competition (king-

competitionproducts.com). 

Lena allowed us to choose 

between two or four shells at a 

time based on our ability. I chose to load four. The crisp 5-pound 

trigger was clean and quick to reset. Our drill was to shoot two, 

load two and get back on target as fast as possible. The guns ran 

well with a mixture of 1-ounce and 11⁄8-ounce loads.

After close-in work and loading, we moved to using slugs. 

Being optimized to the Miculek slug preference, it was obvious 

the 940 is a 7⁄8-ounce slug slinger. At 50 yards, firing the low-

recoil slugs was the equivalent of plinking with a pistol-caliber 

carbine. Higher powered, 1,600 feet-per-second (fps) slugs of the 

1-ounce variety printed higher because of their speed. Burying 

the HiViz front sight was the fix to get hits. For Gunsite’s Safari 

Scrambler, we only fired the 1,600-fps slugs. Obtaining hits out 

to 125 yards was simple when I buried the front sight low. With 

three misses on 14 targets, I figure I could get them all with 7⁄8-

ounce slugs. Gunsite made a great venue for shotgun training. I 

only wish we had more time.

Mossberg taking another bite at the 3-Gun-shotgun apple is 

cause for other manufacturers to start rethinking their products. 

For those people who’ve been wanting to try the 3-Gun game, 

but haven’t because of the shotgun component, you now have 

a viable option. Knowing the 

people behind this new shot-

gun, I’d say that the 940 JM 

Pro is worth a serious look.

BUY IT NOW!

Log on to galleryofguns.com, select this firearm, pay a deposit and it will be 
at your local gun store in two days. When purchased from galleryofguns.com, 
davidson’s guarantees to repair or replace this firearm for life.

The 940 Jm pro is equipped with the HiViz CompSight and 
comes with replacement red, white and green Litepipes.

The stock is adjustable for cast and length of pull using the sup-
plied and marked spacers.

The loading port has been enhanced for quad loading. Your 
thumb is safe from being pinched or cut, also.

The sliding thumb safety is easy to access by both right- and left-
handed shooters. mossberg’s tang safety is a familiar touch.
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BY JEREMY STAFFORD | PHOTOS BY MARK FINGAR

MOSSBERG 

INTRODUCES 

THE MC2c.
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berg may have found it.

While Mossberg may be best known as 

a maker of long guns, last year’s intro-

duction of the MC1sc in Guns & Ammo’s 

April issue demonstrated that Mossberg 

could deliver a high-quality handgun at a 

blue-collar price. The MC2c continues the 

line with a slightly larger pistol that’s been 

designed from the ground up. It not only 

conceals well, but it handles and shoots, 

too.

If concealability was our only concern, 

then the smaller the pistol the better we’d 

be. The unfortunate reality is that as the 

pistol gets smaller, it becomes more chal-

lenging for the average person to shoot 

well and manipulate. Short sight radiuses 

make for a more difficulty alignment, 

a small magazine well challenges our 

reloads, and small slides require more focus to clear malfunc-

tions, should the need arise.

Another issue with subcompact pistols is that they are slower 

to draw from concealment because there is less grip area to grasp 

during the draw. With the MC2c, Mossberg engineers took all of 

this into account and designed a pistol that possesses the perfect 

compromise between concealability, portability and shootability.

With an overall weight of 21 ounces unloaded, a height of 4.9 

inches and a length of 7.1 inches, the pistol compares favorably to 

 Mossberg MC2c

Type: Striker fired, 
semiautomatic

Cartridge: 9mm

Capacity: 13+1 rds.(flush mag.);  
15+1 rds.(extended mag.)

Barrel Length: 4 in.

Overall Length: 7.1 in.

Height: 4.9 in.

Width: 1.1in.

Weight: 1 lb., 5 oz.

Finish: Black DLC (stainless steel)

Frame: Glass-filled polymer, black

Trigger: 5 lbs., 8 oz.; flat w/ safety

Sights: 3 white dots; drift adj;  
TruGlo night sights opt.

MSRP: $490

Manufacturer: O.F. Mossberg and Sons, 
203-230-5300, 
mossberg.com

mainstays in the category, with proportions 

of the SIG Sauer P365 XL ($685) and the 

new slightly larger Glock 48 ($524). The 

stainless steel, DLC-coated slide houses 

a 4-inch barrel, which is what I consider 

to be the best length for a pistol that is 

intended to be carried often and shot often.

While pistols with sub-4-inch barrels 

are not necessarily less accurate than pis-

tols with at least 4-inch barrels, the prac-

tical effect of a stubby barrel is that they 

are often more difficult to shoot accurately 

due to the abbreviated sight radius. It is 

also a mistake to think that pistols with a 

4-inch tube are somehow more difficult 

to conceal than subcompacts, as the barrel is not often the part 

of a gun that prints against clothing when concealed. An added 

benefit for those who carry concealed in the appendix position is 

that a 4-inch barrel provides enough leverage between the body 

and the belt to keep the grip from pushing out against a cover 

garment, or “levering out,” which happens easily with a small 

barrel. This is especially true if you’re among those who haven’t 

been skipping dessert.

The black, glass-filled polymer frame features a generous bea-
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vertail, which should protect the largest hands from the dreaded 

railroad tracks caused by a snappy slide’s rearward movement. 

The triggerguard is also sized generously without being comi-

cally large. The dustcover just forward of the triggerguard also 

offers a short, single-slot rail for attaching a light or laser. Like 

the MC1sc, the MC2c sports Mossberg’s signature grip texture 

throughout select contact areas molded into the frame. This 

texture feels more aggressive than the texture on the MC1, and 

a small gripe is that I wish there was more of it, especially in the 

area above the magazine release button.

The magazine release button is steel, reversible and easily 

accessible, even for shooters with smaller hands. The narrow grip 

houses a steel, flush-fit 13-round magazine that gives this very 

concealable pistol a considerable payload when compared to oth-

ers in its category. A slightly longer magazine with a 

15-round capacity is also available without sacrific-

ing much in the way of concealability.

Mossberg engineers obviously understand what it 

takes to make a good striker-fired trigger. The MC2c 

features the same flat-profiled trigger of the MC1sc, 

which is a nice touch for a stock gun. The trigger 

fires consistently after around 51/2 pounds of pres-

sure and features the typical striker-fired takeup. 

It displayed little of that dreaded overtravel. The 

trigger is smooth through its travel and there’s not much notice-

able stacking of resistance before it fires. Reset is short and tactile. 

While the debate of shooting to reset is a topic for another day, 

those that shoot in this manner will find the trigger comforting.

The devil really is in the details. Rounding up the specifications, 

the slide features Mossberg’s signature serrations both fore and aft, 

and I quite liked them. While Mossberg could have just milled 

cuts into the slide and called it a day, they didn’t. The serrations 

are angled well so that the shooters hand engages the forward 

edge of the cut, making it very positive to charge. The slide of the 

MC2c is available with either a traditional three-white-dot sight 

configuration, or with TruGlo’s Tritium Pro night sight. If neither 

of these options suit you, the slide was cut with the common SIG 

Sauer No. 8 dovetail. Finding aftermarket sights is easy.

The MC2c also features Mossberg’s Safe Take-

down System (STS). STS allows the shooter to 

remove the backplate and disassemble the pistol 

without having to press the trigger first. Negligent 

discharges have occurred while cleaning other 

pistols, so any safety that mitigates this risk mechan-

ically is a good thing.

Mossberg’s cross-bolt safety is also optionally 

available on the MC2c. While I am not a huge fan of 

mechanical safeties on striker-fired guns, the Moss-

the triggerguard of the MC2c is generous, but not so large that 
it hinders concealability. the trigger is flat faced, too, with safety.

the slide serrations feature a sharper leading edge for grip. the 
textured index points are for the thumb and idle trigger fingers.

Magazines are made of steel and lend to the thin grip frame. 
the flush-fit mag holds 13 rounds while the extended carries 15.

the internal striker assembly is a familiar design concept. how-
ever, the backplate features a push button for easier removal.
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berg solution is effective despite its unwieldy appearance.

At Gunsite I attended Mossberg’s new-product launch at the 

Gunsite Academy with Guns & Ammo’s Chris Cerino, and 

shared the opportunity to run the MC2c in the rain — dirty — 

and through several shoot-houses simulators, as well as during 

training on flat ranges. My first observation while shooting the 

pistol is that it shoots softer than many of its competitors. Grip 

circumference affords a high grip on the pistol, but also helps to 

lock it into my hand in alignment with my forearm.

A DeSantis DS Paddle holster ($48, desantisholster.com) was 

supplied for training with the pistol, and I was able to consis-

tently obtain sub-1-second hits on the chest box of Gunsite’s 

Option Target at 7 yards. It takes me around 1 second to engage 

from with my police duty rig, so I lost nothing by transitioning 

to the MC2c, which conceals much easier than my duty gun. 

For me, this isn’t the case with most compact pistols I’ve tried. 

Abbreviated grips tend to slow me down just a bit.

the lower frame contains the fire-control assembly behind the 
magazine housing with a transfer bar linking it to the trigger.

the MC2c grip design balances concealability and shootability. 
the texture is effective, but the author wishes for more of it.
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The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) completed an extensive evaluation process and selected 

Hornady Critical Duty® as its source for 9mm +P and 40 S&W service ammunition.

From design to craftsmanship to testing, 

we set out to make great ammunition. 

The world’s toughest critics agree.
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I was also able to win the 

event’s shoot-off, which con-

sisted of man-on-man hits on 

a steel popper set at 10 yards 

drawing the MC2c from the 

holster. I beat some pretty for-

midable competition. (I won’t 

name them, but they know 

who they are!)

The MC2c is no slouch in 

the accuracy department. It 

produced some very good 

groups when shot from a rest at 25 yards. SIG Sauer’s Elite Match 

9mm load featuring the 147-grain V-Crown bullet averaged 

2.7-inches. Hornady’s Critical Duty 135-grain load averaged just 

over 3 inches, and the Norma MHP 108 grain came in at 3.8 

inches. With a defensive gun such as this, I look for groups to 

print consistently below 4 inches at 25 yards. That seems to be 

realistic for most gun and ammunition combinations. If I can find 

ammunition that groups under 3 inches regularly, I consider it a 

testament to the quality of the pairing.

I plan on shooting it a lot more, but the six-groove, 

1-in-10-inch-twist barrel seems 

to like the heavier bullets. I also 

tend to shoot more precisely 

with a narrower front sight, so 

I will eventually switch out 

the stock three-dot sights for 

something that lets a little 

more light in around the front 

sight. One of the small red-dot 

sights would be even better. In 

discussing this with Mossberg 

representatives, I think that 

the MC2c will probably see 

this as an option in the future, 

but I think an opportunity was 

missed at the launch. Like it or 

not, we are firmly in the age of the red-dot-sighted pistol.

Until then, anyone looking for an everyday carry option that is 

easy to shoot would be well served with the MC2c. In my opin-

ion, it is not perfect. (Nothing is.)

For me, the MC2c’s grip could use more texturing. Like any 

gun on the smaller side, there is a learning curve with accessing 

smaller controls such as the slide lock and magazine release. This 

is especially true for shooters with large hands. With the MC2c, 

the learning curve is not steep.

Mossberg has made a 101-year business out of giving the 

customer lots of gun for the 

money. With a retail price of 

$490, the MC2c will carry that 

tradition forward.

BUY IT NOW!

Log on to galleryofguns.com, select this firearm, pay a deposit and it will be 
at your local gun store in two days. when purchased from galleryofguns.com, 
Davidson’s guarantees to repair or replace this firearm for life.
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LEARN. 
BUILD. 
REPAIR.
Get serious about your passion for building 

and repairing fi rearms with Penn Foster 

Career School’s Gunsmith Career Diploma

program. Receive hands-on training on your 

own time, at your own pace, at a price that 

fi ts your budget.

Nationally accredited

Custom monthly 

payment plans

Includes over 50 short 

instructional videos 

Complete a comprehensive 

Brownell’s practical exercise

Discounted rates for the 

Personal Defense Network

Call Today:

1.800.587.4532 ext.1535  
For a complete list of our programs, go to 

www.pennfoster.edu/g-a. 
Enter ID# AEYS20V to enroll online

RELATED PROGRAMS

Motorcycle Repair Technician

Wildlife/Forestry Conservation

Auto Repair Technician

Small Engine Repair

Diesel Mechanics 

Penn Foster Career School

925 Oak Street, Scranton, PA 18515

Penn Foster College

14300 N. Northsight Blvd., Suite 125

Scottsdale, AZ 85260659GA
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QUALITY. ART. DESIGN. History. Precision. Innovation. 

Family. Passion. Love. These words come to my mind when 

describing anything Italian, and the same is true for a product 

bearing the name “Benelli.”

Known for its shotgun innovations, Benelli is a young com-

pany by comparison. Formed in 1967 by six brothers who had 

already met success in manufacturing motorcycles since 1940, 

the Benellis were fine engineers and fervent hunters. Convinced 

that the future of hunting shotguns was to be semiautomatic, 

Benelli set out to transform the industry by hiring Bruno Civo-

lani, inventor of the inertia-driven operating system.

Though today Benelli employs some 270, production is com-

pletely automated. You won’t find hand engraving or humans 

readying packages for shipments. 

Benelli shotguns and rifles are 

manufactured on robotics and 

precision machining that run 24 

hours a day, every day of the week 

with a capacity of producing 1,000 

units per day. There are three 

shifts, and the night shift runs 

without a single human hand.

Being that Benelli is a 

technology-driven company, it 

might seem like a step back to 

introduce a bolt-action rifle in the 

year 2020, but when you think about those descriptive words it 

becomes apparent that the Lupo was designed to be the best bolt-

action hunting rifle in esistenza.

Meanings of Names It wasn’t until I visited Italy late last year 

that I appreciated the significance of the brand’s naming conven-

tion. “Ethos,” for example, is a set of ideas and attitudes associ-

ated with a particular group. “Vinci” is Italian for “win” and the 

last name of Renaissance polymath Leonardo da Vinci. Likewise, 

“Montefeltro” is a reference to the Italian-Renaissance Duke of 

Urbino, Federico da Montefeltro.

Located in central Italy, Urbino is also the home to Benelli and 

an important site during the Renaissance with great credit to the 

Duke. Urbino is listed as “828 U” 

on United Nations Educational, 

Scientific and Cultural Organi-

zation’s (UNESCO) list of World 

Heritage sites. Benelli’s state-of-the-

art factory sits below the sloping 

hillside beneath the walled city. It 

has remained virtually unchanged 

since the 1483 birth of painter 

and architect, Raffaello Sanzio da 

Urbino, born in Urbino.

The word “Lupo” means “wolf” 

in Italian, but I found its cultural 

LUPO
BENELLI’S FIRST BOLT-ACTION RIFLE 

IS A STEP AHEAD.

BY ERIC R. POOLE | PHOTOS BY MICHAEL ANSCHUETZ
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significance to Benelli in Rome the week prior. The wolf and her 

suckling twin boys, Romulus and Remus, are the symbols to 

Rome’s founding and have been an inspiration to Italian artists 

since. After walking the early Roman roads through the Forum 

and touring the Colosseum, I came upon the Pantheon. The Pan-

theon’s large circular domed cella with a portico front is primarily 

lit inside from natural light through its oculus, an open hole in the 

ceiling. Among the two kings buried in the Pantheon is the great 

Raffaello from Urbino.

The Rifle The Lupo is based on a 

steel-barreled action mated to an alu-

minum chassis. The free-floating barrel 

is uniquely attached with a steel-barrel 

extension that’s secured to the receiver 

using the recoil lug and two screws. 

Underneath, the precision-cut slot accepts 

a steel recoil lug held within the front of 

the aluminum chassis. The rigidity of this 

design, combined with a barrel that’s been 

Crio treated, produces a barreled action 

that consistently delivers sub-minute-of-

angle (MOA) three-shot groups.

The aluminum chassis is slender and 

neatly serves as the Lupo’s lower receiver. The detachable mag-

azine well is ideally positioned so that the cartridge is perfectly 

aligned to the chamber and there’s no risk of damaging a bullet’s 

tip when pushing the bolt forward.

The magazine carries five rounds in a double-stack configura-

tion in the .30-’06 Springfield and .270 Winchester models, and 

4 rounds in the .300 Win. Mag. rifle. The magazine release lever 

compliments the shape of the floorplate and is ergonomic. When 

pressed, the magazine feels spring loaded 

and ejects the mag for fast removal. The 

magazine’s floorplate is contoured to blend 

with the curves and lines of the chassis, as 

well as the forend for maximum comfort.

Atop the heat-treated upper receiver 

are three sets of drilled-and-tapped holes 

for mounting optic bases. There are three 

holes at the rear, two in the middle and 

three more holes at the front to accept a 

variety of rails. For example, a combina-

tion of four holes will accept commercial, 

off-the-shelf Remington-pattern bases 

(both rear) with two screws each. Stan-

dard with the Lupo is Benelli’s proprietary 

steel, two-piece railed bases for the front 

With the bolt to the rear, the cleverly 
shaped handle is perpendicular to the 
action and clear of any scope’s eyepiece.

Mimicking the stock of Benelli’s SBE3, 
Ethos and 828 u, the lupo’s features pro-
gressive Comfort and ComforTech.

The forend is a trapezoid with pocketed 
grip texture called “AirTouch.” A sling 
swivel attachment point is integrated.

The Crio-treated 
barrel is complete 
with a crowned 
and 5⁄8x24-
threaded muzzle.

Magazine design is art, blending with the 
lines of the chassis. It carries four .300 
WM cartridges or five of .270 or .30-’06.
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and rear, each secured by three screws. 

There will also be a single long aluminum 

rail that’s attached to the receiver by six 

screws. Despite the recoil forces experi-

enced while endurance testing the Lupo 

in .30-’06 and .300 Win. Mag., I observed 

repeatability when detaching and reat-

taching Leupold and Nightforce optics to 

proper torque.

The steeply angled triggerguard is inte-

gral to the aluminum chassis and generous 

enough to accept thick-gloved fingers. 

The trigger is actually attached to the 

underside of the steel action and is acces-

sible when the lower receiver is removed. 

Benelli has made it easy to adjust the 

trigger-pull weight between a 2.2-pound 

minimum and a 4.4-pound maximum. Guns & Ammo’s sample 

measured 2 pounds, 11.5 ounces, and felt flawless. A great 

trigger like this enables us to achieve a rifle’s accuracy potential, 

as you’ll see.

Behind the action on what I’ll call the “tang,” for lack of a bet-

ter description, is a sliding safety with a shape that some will find 

mimics a handgun’s hammer. This approach is ambidextrous and 

incredibly intuitive. Push it forward to fire 

and it reveals a red dot underneath. Addi-

tionally, with the bolt cocked, a red-tipped 

indicator protrudes like a turtle’s head 

out of its shell. Still, the indicator does 

not extend far enough out to interrupt 

the sloping lines along the back of the 

receiver, bolt and to the grip of the stock.

With the bolt removed and a small 

chromed lever pressed to unlock, the 

shroud is easily twisted and separated 

without tools for access to the firing pin 

and spring. The push-feed bolt body 

is one piece, chromed for lubricity and 

features ramped flats that lighten the bolt 

body and add style. The flats also allow 

the magazine to sit higher in the receiver 

for direct feeding and gave designers the opportunity to add one 

round of capacity to the magazine, versus competing rifles. The 

bolt head has three lugs for a fast, 60-degree throw. The hardened 

extractor features a wide claw behind the lip and a plunger-style 

ejector within the bolt face opposite of the ejection port.

The steel bolt handle contributes to the Lupo’s unique styling 

with its down-and-out angle. I may be grasping at straws, but 

Installing shims and spacers can improve 
grip and reach to the trigger. The trigger 
is adjustable between 2.2 and 4.4 pounds.

At Benelli’s factory in urbino, Italy, the few 
employees working the floor are primarily 
tasked with assembly and quality control.

Six attachment points allow use of two 
Remington (rear) bases, Benelli’s three-
screw bases or a one-piece six-screw rail.

 Benelli Lupo

Type: Bolt action

Cartridge: .300 Win. Mag. (tested)

Capacity: 5 rds.

Barrel Length: 24 in. (tested)

Overall Length: 44.69 in.

Weight: 7 lbs., 4 oz. (tested)

Stock: Synthetic; ComforTech; 
Progressive Comfort

Grip: AirTouch texture

Length of Pull: Adj., 13.8 in. to 15.2 in.

Finish: Blued and chrome (steel); 
anodized (aluminum)

Sights: None

Trigger: 2 lbs., 11.5 oz. (tested)

Safety: Two-position selector

MSRP  $1,700

Manufacturer: Benelli, 800-264-4962, 
benelliusa.com
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when I look at the bolt, I see the nose of Federico da Montefeltro. 

While touring his palace and studying the art galleries, I learned 

that he was wounded in battle and lost vision with one eye. Leg-

end has it that he asked the doctor to cut off the top of his nose 

to improve his peripheral vision. If this were artistic inspiration, 

it wouldn’t surprise me after seeing Benelli’s engineers work 

closely with students from the Accademia di Belle Arti di Urbino, 

the city’s academy of fine art. Regardless from where its shape 

was inspired, I can assure you that the bolt is quick to cycle.

One important detail that I find sometimes overlooked is the 

handle’s proximity to the scope. The Lupo’s handle does not 

come into contact with most scopes having large ocular housings.

Though the Lupo doesn’t come with sights, the bolt shroud is 

horizontally serrated to break up any reflection when sighting in 

with the sun at your back. There’s also an index mark at the top 

that I found useful in aligning the scope’s reticle while mounting.

The Stocks The Lupo features a separate synthetic stock and 

forend. The forend and grip are textured with mildly aggressive 

square divots. Benelli is marketing this texture as “AirTouch,” but 

I do not understand how touching this texturing is like touching 

air. Still, the grip is comfortable and there are no sharp edges. It 

surrounds the frontstrap of the grip handle and leaves the tang 

smooth. The pattern artistically blends ergonomic contact points 

with the linear lines and curving contours on the stock and chassis.

The stock’s pistol grip was optimized for the majority of rifle 

shooters. A statistical analysis of finger lengths was used to 

develop the ergonomic approach in reaching the trigger. From 

the wrist to the end of the thumb was found to average 5.64 

inches, plus-or-minus .52 inch. The average length from the 

wrist to the end of the trigger finger measured 7.39 inches, plus 

or minus .57 inch. Taking all five fingers into account, the grip 

and forend was then shaped. To perfectly fit the Lupo to an 

individual, Benelli developed drop shims and spacers that can be 

installed in any of 36 combinations between the chassis and the 

stock. Further, the length of pull can be changed with optional 

recoil pads. The standard length of pull — out of the box — 

measured 13.8 inches, but longer pads can increase that number 

to 15.2 inches. In the box, Benelli included two plastic spacers, 

about a half-inch each, and if you need it longer, there will be 

a thicker pad (.4-inch thicker) optionally available from Benelli 

USA. They do not hinder or alter the efficiency of the Progressive 

Comfort system in any way.

This personalized fit system is reminiscent of Benelli’s Ethos 

The three-lug, chromed bolt is a push-feed system with a power-
ful steel extractor and plunger-style ejector.

The double oil portrait of the Dukes of urbino is the work of 
piero della Francesca and is on display in Florence, Italy.

The progressive Comfort recoil reduction system is smaller than 
the ones used in Benelli shotguns due to the different recoil sig-
nature. optional recoil pads can change length of pull, also.

The rear bolt shroud is finely serrated and features a vertical 
index line that helps align a reticle. When cocked a red indicator 
protrudes. The sliding safety button is beneath the bolt.
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and 828 U. Like those shot-

guns, the stock is a housing 

that also carries Benelli’s 

ComforTech interchange-

able comb system and 

Progressive Comfort recoil 

reduction system. Com-

forTech gel comb inserts 

cushion your cheek during 

recoil. (Fun fact: The Super 

Black Eagle III and the Lupo use the same comb pieces.) They are 

smooth enough to slide your face along the comb for increased 

comfort or eye relief. Three comb heights are available including 

the standard that’s in line with the stock, the raised comb and the 

extra-high comb that helps a shooter get behind a high-mounted 

scope with a large objective.

The Progressive Comfort recoil-reduction system is the same 

interlocking, flexible buffer concept as the one that appears in 

the Ethos and 828 U. However, it has been refined for the Lupo. 

Shooting the Lupo in .30-’06 Springfield felt like shooting the 

rifle in .308 Win. Shooting .300 Win. Mag. was akin to shooting 

one in .30-’06. As a result, there was less muzzle rise and the 

recoil signature felt linear. The Lupo’s stock adjustability and 

comfort is a significant advancement for rifle design.

At The Range During the exclusive product unveil in Urbino, 

Benelli advertised that this rifle would easily shoot sub-MOA 

with three shots. Evaluating two rifles chambered in .30-’06, I 

was in the company of NRA’s American Rifleman Editor-in-Chief 

Mark Keefe; Chris Agnes and Joseph von Benedikt of Guns & 

Ammo; Steve Comus, Safari; and Steve Scott from Sporting Clas-

sics. I witnessed these rifles comfortably fit a variety of shooters 

as half-MOA groups appeared over and over at 100 meters. Each 

sang praise of the Lupo. Comus even managed an impressive 

three-shot group measuring just less than .4 inch! My best group 

measured .452 inch using Federal Gold Medal loaded with 168-

grain Sierra MatchKing. 

Velocity is advertised at 

2,700 feet per second (fps),  

but a chronograph was not 

available to confirm.

After returning home, 

I received the first Lupo 

in the United States to 

complete this evaluation, 

which was chambered in 

.300 Win. Mag. Shooting additional loads, my best three-shot 

group measured .678 inch using Hornady SuperFormance 180-

grain SST. Other loads from Federal, Remington and Winchester 

produced similar results.

Takeaways I think that Benelli’s sub-MOA accuracy statement is 

conservative. I contacted them and suggested that they offer a 3/4-

MOA accuracy guarantee with the Lupo because I believe these 

rifles are entirely capable of that (or better) when paired with 

quality ammo. This is one of the most accurate out-of-the-box 

hunting rifles G&A has encountered. And it should be! The sug-

gested retail price of the Lupo is $1,699, which places it between 

the budget category and the high-end custom segment.

However, the Lupo will ship in a new carton box made of 

recyclable material. To me, it looks like a cardboard box lined 

with corrugated cardboard. Though the box is light and robust, it 

looks like a shipping carton. This may have a negative effect with 

existing Benelli shotgun owners familiar with Benelli’s current 

stylish gun cases that are worth storing and transporting the gun 

in. Lucky for Benelli, most consumers won’t see the box until 

after first impressions are made across the dealer’s counter.

The chassis concept will make this platform amendable for the 

future. Besides the accuracy and great trigger, the stock’s adjust-

ability and comfort are why the Benelli Lupo deserves consider-

ation. It embodies every quality for which Italy is regarded for 

while being accurate and distinctively modern.

part of a gunwriter delegation to tour Benelli’s factory, the author 
evaluated the lupo and was among several shooters who fired 
sub-half-MoA three-shot groups from a rest at 100 yards.

Sharing targets clipped in front of hay bales, the author’s best 
group was one hole and measured just .415 inch. The load was 
Federal’s Gold Medal Match 168-grain SMK for .30-’06.

PERFORMANCE

LOAD: .300 WIN. MAG.
VEL.  
(FPS) ES SD

BEST 
GROUP 

(IN.)

AVG. 
GROUP 

(IN.)

Hornady SuperFormance 180-gr. SST 3,068 55 19 .68 .85

Federal Gold Medal 190-gr. HPBT 2,916 22 8 .72 .90

Remington Core-Lokt 180-gr. PSP 2,936 58 21 .77 1.2

Win. Deer Season XP 150-gr. PTBT 3,211 86 30 .86 1.19

LOAD: .30- ’06 SPRINGFIELD

Federal Gold Medal 168-gr. SMK 2,700* N/A N/A .415 .69

Hornady Precision Hunter 178-gr. ELD-X 2,750* N/A N/A .91 1.03

Notes: Accuracy is the average of five, three- shot groups at 100 yards. Velocity is the average 
of of five shots measured by an Oehler Model 35P chronograph set at 7 feet in front of the 
muzzle. Velocity numbers followed by an asterisk (*) are manufactured- suggested results.
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THE RUGER M77 HAWKEYE LONG- RANGE 

HUNTER IN 6.5 PRC CAN HANDLE 

BY TOM BECKSTRAND | PHOTOS BY MARK FINGAR
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MOST RIFLEMEN I KNOW are always 

on the lookout for one rifle that can do 

everything. While no such rifle exists, 

Ruger’s latest M77 Hawkeye, the Long-

Range Hunter, is a production rifle that 

can best handle all hunting needs in the 

lower 48 states. The combination of rifle 

and cartridge are what make this possible.

Barrels & Actions Looking at a couple 

key specifications shows the rifle is the right size and weight 

for almost every type of hunting. It weighs 7.2 pounds, so it’s 

not super lightweight, but it is light enough to pack around the 

mountains. Its barrel is 22 inches long, a couple 

inches shorter than what we’d normally see paired 

with any magnum cartridge. However, the 6.5 

PRC cartridge chambered in Guns & Ammo’s test 

rifle was designed to work well in short barrels. 

There is negligible velocity loss in a 22-inch 6.5 

PRC barrel.

The Long-Range Hunter’s 22-inch barrel has 

a 1:8-inch twist, so it also works with all 6.5mm 

bullets up to and including Hornady’s new 

153-grain A-Tip. It’s a hammer-forged 

stainless-steel creation that has a lighter, 

sportier contour. The barrel contour bells 

out at the muzzle to provide 

enough shoulder for a muzzle 

brake or suppressor to reliably 

seat against. This is one of my 

favorite features on this rifle.

Muzzlebrakes are great 

for shooting a bunch, but 

suppressors are a life-changing 

experience that more shooters 

embrace everyday. Suppressors 

remove the muzzle blast each 

of us must endure when the 

rifle fires. When comparing 

recoil and muzzle blast, muz-

zle blast is more responsible for bad shooting habits and missed 

shots. It needs to be eliminated first, so suppressors are a must.

The problem with putting a suppressor on a hunting rifle is 

that most hunting barrel contours don’t leave 

enough material around the muzzle to provide a 

stable shoulder for a suppressor to seat against. 

Without a robust and square shoulder as a clearly 

defined stop, the suppressor can become crooked 

when it hits the end of the barrel’s threads.

Getting a custom barrel contoured for a hunting 

rifle with a bell-shaped muzzle is difficult and 

expensive. In fact, a guy would probably be lim-

The radial brake on the Long-Range 
Hunter directs the blast in all directions 
perpendicular to the muzzle.

A pivoting tab just forward of the triggerguard 
releases the magazine.

The three-position safety allows for safe 
bolt manipulation in the middle position 
and locks to a bolt slot when at the rear.
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ited to a heavier contour with flutes to 

cut weight. However, Ruger offers up 

a hammer-forged stainless-steel barrel 

with what looks like the ubiquitous 

and time-tested hunting contour. The 

only difference is the slight bell at the 

muzzle that makes it so suppressor and 

muzzlebrake friendly.

The action Ruger pairs with its bar-

rel is the M77 Hawkeye. The Hawkeye 

is different from other M77 actions 

because Hawkeye models are true 

controlled-round feed (CRF). When 

the cartridge leaves the detachable box 

magazine, the case rim slides up under 

the bolt’s external claw extractor. The cartridge is either being 

held by the magazine or the extractor. At no time is a round 

floating around in the action.

While I remain unconvinced there are any feeding reliability 

advantages of CRF actions, I am a huge fan of the monstrous 

extractor. The M77’s extractor is a large piece of spring steel that 

grabs about twice as much of the case rim as most push-feed 

actions. Extractors don’t break often but they do on occasion, and 

I’d hate to have one break on an important or expensive hunt.

The best way to prevent any 

extractor trouble is to make it large as 

Ruger did with the M77. Ruger also 

chamfered the front of the extractor so 

that it slips over cases dropped into the 

action. Should a guy need one more 

round than the magazine can hold, 

he can just drop it into the receiver 

and run the bolt home. The chamber 

allows the extractor to slip over the 

case rim without damaging either 

the extractor or the case. Not all CRF 

actions can make this claim.

Prep & Shoot The Long-Range 

Hunter comes with a full-rail scope base that gives the shooter 

more scope-mounting options than other models. The rail allows 

for use of whatever rings the shooter has on hand, so it’s easier to 

get the right height for whatever scope you care to mount. The 

rail section also allows for ring placement anywhere along its 

length. This makes it easier to set proper eye relief.

There are four No. 8-40 screws that hold the scope base in 

place, ensuring that even the heaviest scopes won’t move the base 

under recoil. The base also has a 20 minute of angle (MOA) bias. 

 Ruger Hawkeye Long- Range Hunter

Type: Bolt-action

Cartridge: 6.5 PRC

Capacity: 3+1 rds.

Barrel: 22 in.; 1:8-in. twist

Overall Length: 42.25 in.

Weight: 7 lbs., 3 oz.

Stock: Wood laminate, painted

Grips: Textured

Length of Pull: 13.5 in., adjustable with spacers

Finish: Stainless steel/ 
Hawkeye Matte Stainless

Trigger: Ruger LC6; 5 lbs., 13 oz.

Sights: None

MSRP: $1,280

Manufacturer: Ruger, 336-949-5200, ruger.com

The Long-Range Hunter is built on the M77 Hawkeye action. This 
is the only M77 with controlled-round feed.

The length of pull can be adjusted by using optional spacers and 
placing them between the rubber buttpad and the stock.

The rifle comes with Ruger’s excellent LC6 trigger assembly. 
Aftermarket springs are available to reduce the pull weight.

The Long-Range Hunter uses the reliable AICS-pattern magazine. 
The spacer has been removed to accept the long 6.5 PRC.
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The bias tilts the scope downward at the 

objective lens and points the scope’s inter-

nal erector assembly towards the top of the 

objective lens when zeroed at 100 yards.

Using a biased scope mount makes 

sense when shooting at longer ranges. 

Instead of a zeroed scope in a no-bias 

mount having available adjustments of 50 

MOA up and 50 MOA down, the biased 

mount allows for 30 MOA up and 70 

MOA down. This extends the range to 

which the shooter can dial to hit his target.

Ruger puts their LC6 trigger on the 

Hawkeye Long-Range Hunter and it’s an 

excellent choice. Unlike most modern 

rifles, the LC6 trigger is not a self-

contained cassette type. This means that 

the trigger is not encased by two metal plates that make main-

tenance difficult. The LC6 is an exposed trigger where, once the 

barreled action is removed from the stock, the shooter can access 

the trigger, sear and springs.

Field maintenance of the LC6 is a snap. Some brake cleaner to 

blast out gummed-up oil and debris followed by a light oil is all it 

needs to function reliably after a couple years of hard use.

The LC6 pull weight sits right around 6 pounds, which is a 

good weight for field work. However, that may be too heavy for 

some. The good news is there are aftermarket trigger springs 

available that take almost no mechanical ability to install. The 

simple construction of the LC6 allows for spring replacement by 
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BUY IT NOW!

Log on to galleryofguns.com, select this firearm, pay a deposit and it will be 
at your local gun store in two days. When purchased from galleryofguns.com, 
davidson’s guarantees to repair or replace this firearm for life.

pushing a single pin out of the 

way. The lighter spring is available 

from erniethegunsmith.com and 

costs $7. It’ll cut the pull weight 

almost in half. Of course, Timney 

Triggers makes an excellent after-

market trigger for the M77, as well.

The final unique component of the Long-Range Hunter is 

the stock. The stock is made from laminated wood that has a 

spackled two-tone finish. The finish looks good and offers some 

texture. The stock weighs only 2.2 pounds and a lot of the 

weight is in the rubber buttpad and spacer-adjustable length of 

pull system. I’d leave the stock alone. It makes a fine choice for 

general hunting use.

I took this rifle and cartridge combination with me on an ante-

lope hunt in Colorado last fall and it worked beautifully. The rifle 

is light and handy. Even chambered in 6.5 PRC, it has very little 

recoil. The lack of recoil is attributable to the muzzlebrake, but 

even with the brake removed, recoil was minimal. This rifle begs 

to be used with a suppressor, and it’s a goal of mine to start doing 

all of my hunts with a suppres-

sor on my rifle. It’ll keep me 

from going deaf and every guide 

appreciates the effort, too.

I managed to take a nice prong-

horn buck at just under 200 yards 

with Hornady’s 143-grain ELD-X 

bullet. The animal was facing me 

angled slightly to my left. He only 

required one shot and it entered 

his chest on the right side. It angled across his body and exited 

just behind his ribs on the left side. Death was immediate.

I love the 6.5 PRC because it’s like a 6.5 Creedmoor Magnum. 

It shoots all the same great bullets (there’s such a wide selection 

of really good 6.5mm bullets these days) a few hundred feet per 

second faster. This makes it a flat-shooting and low-recoiling 

cartridge that has plenty of penetration for even a large bull elk. 

When loaded with an appropriate bullet, the 6.5 PRC is a great 

choice for everything from coyotes to elk, and it won’t beat you 

to death doing it.

Ruger has done an excellent job in developing the Long-Range 

Hunter. It has acheived a sub-MOA-accurate rifle that’ll easily 

handle deer and antelope at whatever distance the hunter is 

confident in shooting. When it comes to elk, I’d keep my shots 

inside 300 yards. All this in a 

rifle that’ll sell across the gun 

shop counter for right around 

$1,000.

PERFORMANCE

LOAD
VELOCITY 

(FPS) ES SD

BEST 
GROUP 

(IN.)

AVG. 
GROUP 

(IN.)

Hornady 147-gr. ELD-M 2,782 63 24.5 .72 .86

Hornady 143-gr. ELD-X 2,874 108 41.9 .91 1.08

notes: Accuracy is the average of five, five-shot groups at 100 yards. Velocity 
is the average of five shots across a LabRadar chronograph placed adjacent 
to the muzzle.
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THERE IS NO LAW that says shotshells have to be 23/4-, 3- or 

31/2-inches long. And Federal reminds us of that fact with its new 

Shorty 12-gauge shells that increase magazine capacity, decrease 

recoil and make for a great time on the range.

If, as I do, you live in a rural area with lots of personal shooting 

ranges, you will have noticed that people seem mainly to shoot 

one way these days — as fast as they can for as long as they can. 

Tactical rifles and increased-capacity pistols have facilitated this 

trend, but shotgunners have largely been left out. Unless you’re 

willing to buy a shotgun with a box or multi-tube magazine, 

you’re pretty much limited to the five rounds a tubular magazine 

can hold. Magazine extensions will add a couple rounds to that 

total, but even seven rounds seem uninspiring when the guy next 

to you is triggering off 30 from his AR-15.

If you can’t make the magazine longer, make the ammo 

shorter. Mexican-manufacturer Aguila and Canada’s Challenger 

have been offering 13/4-inch shells for some time, and now 

Federal has joined this North American Free Trade Agreement 

(NAFTA) club with its new line of Shorty 12-gauge ammo.

The vast majority of shotshells expended in the world are 

23/4-inches long, but there’s no magic in that number. We all 

know about 3-inch and 31/2-inch magnums, and if you shoot 

skeet, you’re familiar with 21/2-inch .410s.

In the great days of British shooting, many swore by 2-inch 

shells. Centurion Ammo sold a 2-inch Mini-Buck shell with 6 

pellets of 00 Buck, though it seems to have been discontinued. 

The standard 16-gauge shell was formerly 29⁄16 inches, while the 

standard 10-gauge was 25⁄8 inches back in the day. When the 

dollar became abnormally strong during the Reagan Adminis-

tration, European ammo manufacturers dumped lots of 65mm 

ammo on the U.S. market. (The standard 23/4-inch shell is 70mm, 

the 3-inch, 76mm.)

So, lengths other than 23/4 inches have been around for years, 

and the 23/4-inch length dates back to black powder days, when 

a bulky charge of black powder was topped by a column of card 

and fiber wads. With modern smokeless powder, there’s really 

no great need for all that volume, which you know if you’ve ever 

examined a spent wad.

Keep in mind that the shell-length measurement reflects the 

fired length, or the length before loading, if you prefer. So, a 

loaded 23/4-inch shell is more like 21/4 inches long. Similarly, the 

Federal Shorty 13/4-inch load is 11/2 inches long before firing.

Federal plans to offer three Shorty loads: A 1-ounce rifled slug 

at 1,200 feet per second (fps), a buckshot load with 15 pellets of 

No. 4 Buck driven at the same velocity, and a target load with 15⁄16 

ounce of No. 8 shot at 1,145 fps. The target load wasn’t ready 

SHORTY
FEDERAL LOADS BIG FUN 

IN A SMALL PACKAGE.

BY ROBERT W. HUNNICUTT | PHOTOS BY MICHAEL ANSCHUETZ
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when we tried Shorty ammo, so Guns & Ammo’s evaluation was 

limited to the slug and buckshot loads.

Both slug and buck loads are roll crimped. The slug has a 

plastic ball in its hollow base, while the buckshot load is nestled 

in plastic buffering to help keep patterns together. The first ques-

tion on most anyone’s mind will be, How much extra capacity do I 

get? I grabbed a Remington Model 1100 and found that with the 

magazine plug in, it will hold four Shorty shells, while removing 

the plug upped capacity to seven.

Next, I turned to a new Mossberg 590A1 Retrograde, which 

has both an extended magazine and a vintage-style ventilated 

handguard and bayonet lug. This would swallow a full dozen 

Shorties, which constitutes some real magazine capacity. But how, 

reliable are they? There is obviously no problem in any sort of 

break-open shotguns, and I suspect no one is worrying too much 

about whether they’ll go through a lever- or bolt-action shotgun.

I didn’t expect they’d feed through an autoloader, but in the 

name of science, I tried them in the Remington 1100. I got the 

first round to feed from the magazine to the chamber, but the 

next round spun inside the receiver, hanging things up. I loaded 

some in a Benelli Super Black Eagle III and results were even 

more disappointing. Two Shorties were loaded onto the Benelli’s 

lifter. The verdict? Shooting them in an autoloader is likely a 

single-load proposition.

Next, I tried them in a Remington Model 870 slug gun. When 

operated smoothly, the 870 would feed the Shorty ammo with 

little complaint. If you tried to pump fast and furious, a jam was 

the usual result.

Next up was the Mossberg 590 Shockwave, and results were 

about the same there. Pump it moderately and Shorty ammo 

would feed. Get carried away and you can practice clearing jams.

That’s all OK, but is there a way to get something like normal 

reliability? That’s where OPSol (opsolmini-clip.com, $17) comes 

in. Its Mini-Clip 2.0 Flex lets you adapt your Mossberg pump 

gun for reliable shooting of Federal Shorty or other 1¾-inch 

ammo with no permanent modifications required.

Federal’s new shorty 12-
gauge ammo has joined Aguila 
Minishells in the market of 
minimum-length shotshells. 
Makers like Challenger and 
Exotic Ammo also offer the 
ultra-short configuration.

Federal shorty ammo are 
available loaded with 15 
pellets of No. 4 buckshot,  
1-ounce slugs or 15⁄16 ounce 
of No. 8 shot for clay target 
shooting (not shown). All are 
packaged in 10-round boxes.
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The Mini-Clip is a rubber plug of remarkably complicated 

shape that you simply cram into the rear of the shotgun’s loading 

port. It’s soft enough for you to squeeze it enough to go in, then it 

expands to grip the inside of the receiver. Its angled forward edge 

performs two functions: It prevents shells coming from the maga-

zine tube from moving all the way to the back of the lifter, and it 

makes loading much easier by serving as a ramp that directs the 

Shorties toward the magazine tube.

The Mossberg lifter design allows this to work because it is 

open in the middle, letting it pass on either side of the Mini-Clip. 

Translation: It won’t work with the 870 or other shotguns with a 

solid lifter. The unit pops right out to return the shotgun to con-

ventional ammo use. I suppose it might wear 

out over time, but if it does, it’s affordable.

Installing the Mini-Clip removes all 

concern about how hard or fast to pump. 

I could not induce a failure to feed with 

it. The only stoppages came because the 

Shorty shells don’t produce enough recoil to 

release the bolt unless you take a firm grip 

of the forend.

So, what are Shorty shells good for? There’s a lot of tiptoeing 

around the topic of defensive uses. Federal, for example, says they 

are for target shooting. OPSol’s website, on the other hand, touts 

“Home Defense for the Whole Family in 3 easy steps: 1. Mossberg 

Shockwave, 2. OPSol Mini-Clip 2.0 Flex, 3. Buckshot MiniShells.”

We dug some slugs out of the backstop, and I for one, would 

not want to be hit by one at close range. I patterned the buckshot 

loads from the modified choke of a Remington 1100 at 15 yards, 

and they tended to land in a 6- to 8-inch circle, which would 

transfer a lot of energy to its target.

I would need to see a lot more testing of the OPSol/Mossberg 

combo to recommend it for home defense, but it certainly makes 

the Shockwave, if that’s your choice of bur-

glar gun, much more docile.

Where I can unequivocally recommend 

Shorty Shells is for fun at the range. Put up 

some steel targets, back off a safe distance, 

and you’re ready for hours of shooting fun. 

Federal’s website lists the retail prices at $9 

for 10 shells of the buckshot and slug loads, 

and $7 for the No. 8 shot cartridges.

A fired slug recovered from 
the backstop shows how the 
soft lead flows around the 
plastic ball in the base. The 
slug load produced 1,399 foot-
pounds of muzzle energy — 
more than most pistols.

The OPSol Mini-Clip 2.0 
Flex adapts Mossberg 500 
variants to fire Shorty and 
other 1-inch shotshells. No 
gunsmithing is required. 
Just squeeze to insert it in 
the rear of the loading port.

PERFORMANCE

FEDERAL 12-GAUGE 
1-OUNCE 
SLUG LOADS

PART 
NUMBER

MUZZLE 
VELOCITY 

(FPS)

Shorty SH129 RS 1,200

Power-Shok F127RS 1,610

Power-Shok Sabot F127 SS2 1,500

Vital-Shok TruBall PB127 LRS 1,300
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CREDO
TRIJICON’S NEW LINE OF 30mm SCOPES 

OFFERS CONFIDENCE WHEN IT COUNTS.

BY D. FAUBION | STUDIO PHOTOS BY MICHAEL ANSCHUETZ

THE EVENING SUN glinted off the distant paddles, twin cream-colored beacons float-

ing above a sea of willow. He appeared big, but at maybe two miles it was hard to make 

out the bull’s size. One thing was certain: The moose was coming to my veteran guide 

Lucas Lougheed’s cow calls.

With each stride, the bull covered 2 yards. Before long, he was within a quarter mile 

of our elevated shooting position on the flank of a jagged mountain. Although the bull 

was within range, Lougheed cautioned against pulling the trigger on a 1,500-pound ani-

mal so far from a river. “Trust me,” said Lougheed. “If you shoot him there, we’ll spend 

the next 3 days packing meat. Wait until I call him to the riverbank.”

Just as predicted, the bull kept coming. In response to Lougheed’s nasally call, the 

bull would grunt ooh-waw, ooh-waw, with every second stride, each growing louder until 

the hulking mass disappeared into a thicket beneath our perch. Although no longer 

visible, we could see trees sway as the testosterone-crazed bull thrashed with his mighty 

rack. Suddenly, he appeared in the middle of the river with raging water flowing past 

his chest. When his hoofs hit the riverbank, I eased my safety forward and settled the 

crosshairs on the largest game animal I’d ever seen.

Two days earlier, I was in a floatplane as it hummed a monotonous tune above the 

endless boreal forests and mountains flanked in tundra that has never been stamped by 

a Vibram sole. We were over the southwestern Yukon, a land as primitive and wild as it 

is big. Larger in size than California yet home to only 40,000, the Yukon has one of the 

lowest human densities on the planet at .18 people per square mile. (For comparison, 

California has nearly 40 million residents.)
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An hour into the flight, the pilot 

pointed to a murky turquoise ribbon on 

the horizon. Our landing strip was the 

Donjek River, a tributary of the Yukon 

River that drains one of the largest wilder-

ness areas on earth. After landing on its 

glacial waters and taxiing to shore, I pried 

my hunting gear and Blaser R8 rifle from 

the cramped fuselage and set foot on one 

of the world’s last frontiers. From here, 

Lougheed and I would ply remote rivers 

and muskeg swamps for a shot at the larg-

est member of the deer family — the Alaska-Yukon moose.

While success on a hunt hinges on many factors, nothing 

rivals the confidence of knowing a once-in-a-lifetime-shot will go 

where it’s aimed. After arriving at a small plywood cabin 80 miles 

from the nearest road, I reassembled my rifle, set it against a table 

and prepared to check zero. Imagine the pang of horror I felt as 

my rifle tipped over and impacted, scope first, onto the 

planks of the cabin’s floor. Uh-oh.

I was in the middle of nowhere on a hunt of a 

lifetime and I may have just broken my scope.

Fortunately, my Blaser .30-’06 wore an 

optic from a company that knows a thing or 

two about durability. Trijicon’s newest offer-

ing, the Credo 2-10x36mm, is designed 

and tested to endure abuse that only the 

military and foolish hunters dish out.

The word “credo” comes from the Latin 

word for “I believe.” Each of the nine models, 

ranging from 1-4x24mm to 4-16x50mm, have 

been drop tested, shock and vibration tested, 

immersion tested and built to sustain 

Alaska-to-Africa temperature swings from 

-20 to 140-degrees Fahrenheit.

Modern scopes are tough, but that 

doesn’t mean they can withstand abuse. 

To check the scope for damage, Lougheed 

fired up the jet boat and ran a cardboard 

target 50 yards across the river. I settled 

prone and fired three shots through the 

Blaser. To my surprise, the first 165-grain 

Federal Fusion bullet landed a quarter 

inch low. Two more clustered within a 

half inch, exactly where they should have. “Dead moose,” said 

Lougheed. “Thank God,” I sighed.

However, durability wasn’t the only reason I brought the new 

Credo 2-10x36mm on this adventure. Additional reasons were 

magnification range, turret configuration, reticle selection and 

illumination. The Yukon is home to giants, including grizzlies that 

have little fear of humans. In the rare event we had a bear 

encounter, my scope had to be usable at close range.

From the bench or an open ridge, high-

magnification optics are amazing tools that 

allow pinpoint bullet placement. Their 

downfalls are size, weight and the lack of 

low-end magnification. For the moose 

hunt, I chose the 2-10x36mm due to its 

blend of size and performance. It’s com-

pact enough to maintain proper balance 

on a lightweight rifle, enough magnification 

for distant shots and a 2X bottom-end for 

quick shooting. For longer shots, a 2-10X gives 

up very little, especially when it’s equipped with 

 Trijicon Credo 2- 10x36mm

Power: 2-10X

Objective: 36mm

Tube Diameter: 30mm

Elevation
Adjustment: .1 mil per click

Windage: .1 mil per click

Reticle: Illuminated MRAD 
Precision Tree

Length: 13.1 in.

Weight: 1.43 lbs.

Eye Relief: 3.4 in. – 3.9 in.

MSRP: $1,400

Manufacturer: Trijicon, 800-338-0563, 
trijicon.com
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dialable turrets and a quality reticle.

Trijicon’s Credo 2-10x36mm features a capped windage and 

exposed elevation turret with 8 mils of travel per rotation. With 

my .30-’06’s 100-yard zero, 8 mils would provide enough eleva-

tion to just under 800 yards. The turrets provide solid clicks and 

track consistently. A zero stop prevents the shooter from dialing 

below their selected impact point.

Inside the scope, the Credo features a first focal plane (FFP) 

milliradians (MRAD) precision-tree reticle. This reticle provides 

12 mils of elevation in half-mil increments and windage dots to 

compensate for wind. Since it’s FFP, holds remain the same at any 

magnification setting. Unlike many reticles that are complex or 

busy, Trijicon’s MRAD reticle is clean and crisp — and useful! It 

was perfect for this hunt.

Despite their advantages, FFP reticles have one issue: at low 

power, fine reticles can be hard to see. This is where the Credo’s 

CR2032 battery-powered LED illumination comes in. On low 

power, adding illumination ensures that the reticle is visible. Ten 

illumination settings and an off position between each allows the 

scope to perform from dusk 

to dawn.

When my shot in the Yukon 

occurred, the sun was still 

above the horizon, so I didn’t 

utilize the Credo’s illuminated 

reticle. Instead, I followed 

Lougheed’s instruction by 

pasting the reticle on the bull’s 

massive neck. His goal was for 

the moose to drop on the spot, 

which would make processing 

the huge animal easier.

From high on the bluff, my 

SIG Sauer KILO2400 ranged 

The elevation 
turret is exposed 
with easy-to-read 
markings and 
impact adjustment 
instructions. The 
2-10X model offers 
26.2 milradians of 
adjustment range 
or 90 minutes for 
MoA models. The 
windage turret is 
capped, which is 
ideal once zeroed.

The left-side 
turret enables the 
shooter to turn on 
or off the illumi-
nated reticle. There 
is an off position 
between each 
intensity level.
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the moose at 238 yards. Holding a few inches 

high to compensate for bullet drop, I applied 2 

pounds, 3 ounces of pressure to the Blaser’s 

crisp trigger. Bang! Before he took a step, I 

yanked the bolt rearward and shoved another 

round into the chamber. At the second shot, 

the moose hit the ground.

Approaching the fallen bull, I was shocked 

at how much larger the Alaska Yukon subspe-

cies is compared to moose I’ve hunted in British 

Columbia and Newfoundland. Each hind quarter 

weighed 125 pounds! A single backstrap contained 

more meat than a whitetail doe. It was impressive.

The 10-year-old bull was a fighter who lived and died in a 

PERFORMANCE

LOAD
VELOCITY  

(FPS) ES SD
BEST 

GROUP (IN.)
AVERAGE 

GROUP (IN.)

Federal Fusion 165-gr. SP 2,780 16 43 .68 .95

Notes: Accuracy results are the average of four, five- shot groups fired at 100 yards from a 
sandbag rest. Velocities are average of five shots measured with a LabRadar chronograph 
set adjacent to the muzzle.

The objective extends beyond the lens 
and is serrated and threaded inside. The 
lens is coated to resist the effects of fog, 
rain and frozen conditions.

Touchpoints are knurled for intuitive use. 
The magnification ring includes a thread-in 
knob for leverage and quick power 
changes.

MRAD PRECISION TREE
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harsh, beautiful environment. Nearly 

every muscle was bruised, beaten and 

punctured by the antlers of rivals.

After using (and abusing) the Trijicon 

Credo 2-10x36mm in the wilds of the 

Yukon, I returned home impressed by 

the optical quality and performance. 

From its clarity to the usefulness of the 

MRAD Precision Tree reticle, the Credo 

has a host of features that standout in a 

crowded field. This is a lot of scope for 

$1,400, but my favorite attribute of the 

Credo can’t be found on a spec sheet.

What impacted me most was the 

scope’s ability to withstand the jarring 

drop I inflicted on Day One. After wit-

nessing that, I have complete confidence 

in the Credo’s ability to deliver a bullet 

exactly where it should go.

Imagine the perfect rifle, one so well engi-
neered that even a decade after its release, 
it still holds the title as the world’s most 
advanced hunting rifle. It has to be the 
German-made Blaser R8. Besides the cost to 

own one, I can’t say a bad word about it.
A straight-pull design, the Blaser R8’s 

unique features are numerous including 
a combined magazine and trigger group, 
manual cocking system and almost as much 

modularity as an AR-15. 
Most notably, perhaps, is the R8’s ingenious 

takedown abilities. With a single Allen key, 
the rifle can be completely disassembled and 
reassembled in around 30 seconds. Plus, it 

returns to zero. Not close to point of aim 
— exactly to point of aim.

Barrels can be ordered for everything 
from .22 LR to .500 Jeffrey. Accuracy is 
incredible, and the straight-pull action is 
much faster than traditional bolt actions. 
For a hunter looking for the finest rifle in 
existence, I recommend checking out the 
Blaser R8. I don’t know of a better rifle at 
any price. — D. Faubion

BLASER R8 PROFESSIONAL

 Blaser R8 Professional

Type: Straight pull, bolt action

Cartridge: .22LR to .500 Jeffrey 
(.30-’06 Springfield tested)

Capacity: 4 +1 rds.

Barrel: 23 in.

Overall Length: 40.25 in.

Weight: 7 lbs, 2 oz. (tested)

Stock: Synthetic, textured

Length of Pull: 14.5 in.

Finish: Plasma-nitride barrel, anod-
ized aluminum receiver

Trigger: 2 lbs., 3 oz. (tested)

Sights: None

Safety: Manual cocking system

MSRP: Starting at $3,800

Manufacturer: Blaser USA, 
210-377-2527, 
blaser-usa.com

LIVE

S

E
CUR

E

$269

ROUGH
NECK

$299
ROWDY

9mm
2.5 inch barrel

45LC/.410
3 inch barrel

1958 SPECIAL!
$269

Get Yours 
Today!

 Today’s Pricing!
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ANY 
SINGLE 
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SUPER COUPON

20%
OFF

1,000+ Stores Nationwide • HarborFreight.com

At Harbor Freight Tools, the “Compare to” price means that the specifi ed comparison, which is an item with the same or similar function, was 
advertised for sale at or above the “Compare to” price by another national retailer in the U.S. within the past 90 days. Prices advertised by others 
may vary by location. No other meaning of “Compare to” should be implied. For more information, go to HarborFreight.com or see store associate.

Cannot be used with other discounts or prior purchases. Original coupon must be presented. 
Valid through 4/4/20 while supplies last. Limit 1 FREE GIFT per customer per day. 

Limit 1 coupon per customer per day.  Save 20% on any 1 item purchased. *Cannot 
be used with other discount, coupon or any of the following items or brands: Inside 
Track Club membership, Extended Service Plan, gift card, open box item, 3 day 
Parking Lot Sale item, compressors, fl oor jacks, safes, storage cabinets, chests or 
carts, trailers, welders, Admiral, Ames, Atlas, Bauer, Central Machinery, Cobra, 
CoverPro, Daytona, Diamondback, Earthquake, Fischer, Hercules, Icon, Jupiter, 
Lynxx, Poulan, Predator, Tailgator, Viking, Vulcan, Zurich. Not valid on prior 
purchases. Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 4/4/20.

*Original coupon only. No use on prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase or without original receipt. Valid through 4/4/20.
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• Super-Strong,
Ultra-Lightweight 
   Composite Plastic

• Magnetic Base & 360° Swivel 
   Hook for Hands-Free Operation

• 3-AAA Batteries (included)
• 144 Lumens

ALL IN A SINGLE 
SUPER POWERFUL LIGHT

SUPER BRIGHT LED/SMD
WORK LIGHT/FLASHLIGHT

FREE
WITH ANY PURCHASE

OVER 5,000
 5 STAR REVIEWS

COMPARE TO

PERFORMANCE 
TOOL MODEL: W2364

$ 1352 ITEM 63878/63991
64005/69567/60566

63601/ 67227  shown

ITEM  64008 / 64011  shown

SAVE 
 $264 

SUPER 
COUPON

$ 299 99  

 10 GUN ELECTRONIC 
SECURITY SAFE 

COMPARE TO

$ 56457 
 STACK-ON 

MODEL:  SS-16-MB-E 

•  CA DOJ compliant 

 Contents not included. 

$ 34999

Customer Rating

$ 1499

SAVE  
 44% 

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 9 99  

 4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER 

COMPARE TO

$ 1799 
 PERFORMAX 

MODEL:  2411-1 

SAVE 
 $2,119 

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 5 49 99  

COMPARE TO $ 2,669 
 HONDA MODEL: EB6500X1AT Wheel kit and battery sold separately. 

ITEM  63086/68530/56169/56171 / 63085  shown

ITEM  56168/56170 / 63087  CALIFORNIA ONLY

$ 64999

•  9 hour run time 

 8750 WATT MAX. STARTING
GAS POWERED GENERATOR 

 Not available in 
AZ, OH, 

OK and VA. 

ITEM  63135 
61451  shown

SAVE  
 60% 

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 3
99  

 AMMO DRY BOX 

COMPARE TO $ 999 
 RANGEMAXX MODEL:  1312-92 

$ 599

ITEM  68998/63248/64080/64263 / 63091  shown

SAVE  
 54% 

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 29 99  

 130 PIECE TOOL KIT 
WITH CASE 

COMPARE TO $ 6639 
ANVIL MODEL: A137HOS $ 3999

SAVE  50% 

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 39 99  

 500 LB. CAPACITY STEEL 
CARGO CARRIER 

COMPARE TO

$ 7999 
 HIGHLAND 

MODEL:  1394500 $ 5999

60653  shown

SAVE 
 49% 

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 29 99  

 2/10/50 AMP, 12 VOLT
BATTERY CHARGER AND

ENGINE STARTER 

COMPARE TO
$ 5977  SCHUMACHER 

ELECTRIC MODEL:  SE-1250 

$ 5499

ITEM  61765 
46411  shown

SAVE 
 50% 

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 449  

 7 FT. 4" x 9 FT. 6" CAMOUFLAGE 
WEATHER RESISTANT TARP 

COMPARE TO $ 899 
 WEATHERMASTER MODEL:  300083999 

$ 599

SAVE  65% 

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 799  

 18" x 12" 
MOVER'S DOLLY 

COMPARE TO

$ 2299 
 BUFFALO TOOLS 

MODEL:  HDFDOLLY 

•  1000 lb. capacity 

$ 1099

SAVE 
 59% 

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO

$ 9862 
 PORTER-CABLE 

MODEL:  PCFP02003 

• Air delivery:
0.6 CFM @ 90 PSI

$ 39 99  
YOUR CHOICE

ITEM 69269
97080 shown

HOT DOG
ITEM  61615/60637 
95275  shown

PANCAKE

$ 5999

 3 GALLON, 100 PSI OIL-FREE 
AIR COMPRESSORS 

ITEM 62434, 62426, 62433, 62432, 
62429, 64178, 64179,  62428  shown

SAVE 
 66% 

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 499  

 MECHANICS
GLOVES 

COMPARE TO

$ 1499 
 VALEO 

MODEL: 25521

$ 599

 AVAIL. IN SM, 
MED, LG, XL, XXL 

Item 64031, 56429, 
64033,  64059 , 64721, 64722, 64720

SAVE  $630 

Customer Rating

 30", 5 DRAWER MECHANIC'S CARTS 
• 700 lb. 

capacity

COMPARE TO

$ 830 
MODEL:  KRBC10TBPES 

Snap-on
BLUE-POINT

SUPER COUPON

$ 1 9999 
YOUR CHOICE

OF 7 COLORS
$ 22999

ITEM  60388 / 69514  shown

SAVE  $110 

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 1 89 99  

 2 TON CAPACITY 
FOLDABLE 

SHOP CRANE 

COMPARE TO

$ 29999 
BIG RED

MODEL: 11674699

•  Boom extends from 
41" to 61-3/4"

• Crane height adjusts 
from 73-5/8" to 89" 

$ 23999

ITEM  5889/62281 
61637  shown

SAVE  
 83% 

SUPER 
COUPON

Customer Rating

NOW

$ 1 0 99  

 29 PIECE
TITANIUM

DRILL BIT SET 

COMPARE TO $ 6814 
 DEWALT MODEL:  DW1369 

$ 1899

SAVE 
 $304 

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

COMPARE TO

$ 53445 
 INGERSOLL RAND 

MODEL:  W7250-K2 

$ 26999

 20V LITHIUM-ION 
EXTREME TORQUE 
IMPACT WRENCH KITS 

$ 229 99  
YOUR CHOICE

ITEM  64349 

ITEM 63537/64195
63852 shown

A. 1/2"

B. WITH 2" ANVIL

A
B

ITEM  64799 / 63934  shown

SAVE  
 83% 

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

 588 LUMEN TACTICAL 
FLASHLIGHT 

COMPARE TO $ 5999 
 STREAMLIGHT MODEL:  PROTAC 1L 

NOW

$ 9 99  

5"

$ 1499

ITEM  64520 

SAVE 
$160 

$ 1 09 99

Case contents not included.

$ 14999

SUPER COUPON

Customer Rating

WEATHERPROOF 
PROTECTIVE RIFLE CASE

Pick and pull foam insert for 
impact-absorbing protection

Adjustable pressure 
relief valve 
equalizes pressure 
for easy opening Pre-drilled for two padlocks 

(locks sold separately)

Strong, secure, 
easy-open latches

Super strong 
reinforced 
polypropylene 
construction

COMPARE TO

$ 26999 
 PELICAN 

MODEL: DOUBLE RIFLE

* 20617045 *
 2 0 6 1 7 0 4 5 

* 20612427 *
 2 0 6 1 2 4 2 7 

* 20670766 *
 2 0 6 7 0 7 6 6 

* 20647253 *
 2 0 6 4 7 2 5 3 

* 20637699 *
 2 0 6 3 7 6 9 9 

* 20628279 *
 2 0 6 2 8 2 7 9 

* 20660300 *
 2 0 6 6 0 3 0 0 

* 20641046 *
 2 0 6 4 1 0 4 6 

* 20634589 *
 2 0 6 3 4 5 8 9 

* 20627117 *
 2 0 6 2 7 1 1 7 

* 20668491 *
 2 0 6 6 8 4 9 1 

* 20644207 *
 2 0 6 4 4 2 0 7 

* 20636363 *
 2 0 6 3 6 3 6 3 

* 20628002 *
 2 0 6 2 8 0 0 2 

* 20655292 *
 2 0 6 5 5 2 9 2 

* 20637890 *
 2 0 6 3 7 8 9 0 

* 20631604 *
 2 0 6 3 1 6 0 4 

* 20620698 *
 2 0 6 2 0 6 9 8 

* 20619275 *
 2 0 6 1 9 2 7 5 
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Consider applying for a Curio & Relics license.

SPENT CASES

KEITH WOOD

IÕM A SUCKER for Ruger single-action revolvers, par-
ticularly of the Bisley variety. A friend tipped me off to 
a Single-Six chambered in .32 Harrington & Richardson 
(H&R) Magnum at auction. The fact that it was one of a 
handful built for members of the Ruger Collector’s Associ-
ation in 1986 made it even more attractive. To me, these 
guns are beautiful and highly functional. It was time that 
this one come live with me. I placed my last-minute bid 
and waited, somewhat impatiently, for the result. When the 
gavel fell, my bid was the winner.

Ordinarily, the agonizing anticipation of getting my 
hands on a new gun would be delayed further by a 
visit to my local Federal Firearms License (FFL) dealer, 
but not in this case. You see, 18 months ago I applied 
for and received a Collector of Curios and Relics (C&R) 
license from Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 
and Explosives (BATFE). This license, better known 
as a “C&R,” was part of the 1968 Gun Control Act 
and is a great tool for those of us who love old guns.

Unlike other firearms, C&R guns can be shipped 
directly to the buyer with no additional paperwork 
or fee beyond a logbook entry. Federal regulations 
define C&R firearms as “those which are of special 
interest to collectors by reason of some quality other 
than is associated with firearms intended for sport-
ing use or as offensive or defensive weapons.” In 
other words, collectible guns.

There are two ways for a firearm to 
become C&R eligible. The first is 
simple: If a firearm was manu-
factured more than 50 years 
ago, it qualifies as a C&R. 
Fifty years ago puts eligible 
guns at 1970. Nearly all of the 
classic firearms of the 19th-
and 20th-centuries fit the bill: Colt 
Single Actions, 
Smith & Wes-
son’s Hand-
Ejectors, 
pre-’64 
Winchester 
Model 70s, 

COLLECTING SIMPLIFIED

and most side-by-side shotguns meet the definition.
Just because a firearm hasn’t turned 50 doesn’t mean 

that it is not C&R eligible, though. Firearms that have been 
certified as “of museum interest” are eligible, as are any 
guns “which derive a substantial part of their monetary 
value from the fact that they are novel, rare, bizarre, or 
because of their association with some historical figure, 
period, or event.” Many of the firearms in the latter cat-
egory are listed by name and serial number range in the 

C&R list, published by BATFE and published on their 
website (atf.gov/firearms/curios-relics), but this list is 
not exhaustive.

A C&R license is obtained by filling out an applica-
tion and submitting a $30 fee. Licenses are issued for 
a 3-year period and the process is similar to complet-
ing a ATF Form 4473 Firearms Transaction Record form 
for a firearm purchase. Unlike other FFLs, a C&R appli-
cation does not require a photograph or fingerprints, 
but the form makes it clear that this is not a license to 
conduct business. Qualifying firearms are recorded in 
a bound book that the licensee maintains control of. 
Unlike a dealer’s log, when a C&R license lapses, the 
book is not sent to BATFE and can be destroyed.

If you love classic firearms, a C&R license may 
simplify your life without all of the hurdles in obtaining 
a traditional FFL. The application is simple, the $30 
fee is low and approval times are fast. This minimally 
intrusive and underutilized tool is a boon for legiti-
mate collectors that ends up saving time, money and 
a trip to the gun store.




